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1 INTRODUCTION 
My dissertation research covers two signal processing problems originally presented by Rockwell-
Collins in Cedar Rapids, the research sponsor. Both problems are aimed at improving the performance 
of communication systems. The first problem is separation of three FM signals, and the second problem 
is pre-distortion for comp>ensation of nonlinear amplifiers. My first project at Iowa State University was 
about cross coupled phase locked loops (CCPLLs) for separation of two FM signals. That project 
had me intrigued with the possibility of separating three FM signals, which is the emphasis of this 
dissertation. This naturally extends to the possibility of separating more than three FM signals. Most 
results presented in this dissertation also apply to the case of an arbitrar>'. but finite, number of FM 
signals. The second problem also results from research done on behalf of Rockwell-Collins and. simply 
put. deals with pre-shaping the signal before it is sent to the amplifier so that the amplifier output is a 
perfect replica of the original signal. The need for pre-distorting the signal arises mainly from the fact 
that high efficiency and linearity do not go well together. This work has been highly successful because 
it has shown a way of implementing high-order pre-distorters for a broad class of amplifiers without 
having to directly work with the usual, but complicated approach, Volterra series. 
The work on separation of three FM signals is a continuation of my Masters's thesis, which dealt 
with the separation of two signals. i\.t first glance, the separation of three or more mutually interfering 
signals might be perceived as a small extension to my work done on separating two FM signals, [22], 
[2.3]. this is a significantly more difficult problem because the shortcut that can be used when separating 
two signals fails when the number of signals increases beyond this limit. Also, the sufficient conditions 
that have been found are given in the terms of maximum constraints, i.e., the maximum phase error 
must be suppressed by a certain factor, while the filtering of the received phase only guarantees a 
suppression in the mean-squared sense. Put difTerently, the requirements are given in the norm 
while the known properties are in the norm, leading to a problem because the norm is not 
easily related to the norm. Note that convergence in the norm and iP' norm are equivalent 
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only if one works with functions that are continuous and "live" on compact sets. i.e.. ^ / € Cc and 
the convergence is to a continuous function. In other words, the only converging sequences that are 
considered are those that converge to a continuous function, i.e.. only working with the common subset 
Cr, of the and l? spaces. However the following is false H/jlj < H^llj ll/lloc < ll^lloc- ^^"hich 
can be formulated in electrical engineering terms as saving that the maximum value of a signal does 
not tell us an>thing about the energ>' of the signal and vice versa. Still, the research has shown for 
finite number of FM signals that a stable solution exists, and the research gives a way to find this 
solution. It also presents a strong case for the uniqueness of the solution although a thorough proof is 
not presented for the general case. The conclusion is sup{X>rted by the fact that the simulations never 
found any other solution than the known one. To show this, some intermediate results were needed. 
The first was to show how the amplitudes of the signals can be found. The second one was to derive 
an expression for the received phase that shows that there is a capture effect, which was needed when 
showing stability. Because the way to find the three signals that are guaranteed to work is unpractical 
because of computational complexity, a simpler method was derived. This simpler method to separate 
three FM signals works extremely well, even when the weakest signal is 80 dB below the strongest 
signal, but it is not absolutely guaranteed to always separate the signals. Fortunately it is p>ossible to 
verify if the method was successful by checking the residual signal. 
Pre-distortion is actually a theoretically well researched area, although it is not widely known. The 
key element in the theory is the Volterra series representation of nonlinear time invariant systems, 
including linear systems. A result of this theor>- is that, giv-en the Volterra series representation, the 
inverse (if it exists) can be found from the Volterra series representation. This inverse, which will work 
as a pre-distorter. is given as yet another Volterra series. To get a different perspective, this is the 
same as a linear systems where the inverse of the linear filter is yet another linear filter. There are 
unfortunately two major problems associated with Volterra series. The first problem is that although it 
is straight forward to measure them, the measurements are extremely complicated. The second problem 
is that implementing a Volterra series based pre-distorter is numerically intense. As the order of the 
pre-distorter increases, the numerical problems become overwhelming. The reason that the high-order 
terms are hard to implement is that the n'th term in the Volterra series is an n dimensional function. 
This function is then convolved n times with the input to produce an output. Assuming that one 
wants to store an n dimensional function in a computer using, say 100 samples per dimension, then 
the required storage space is 10^" samples. In other words, the required memory grows exp>onentially. 
'The notation / € Cc implies that / is continous and /(x) = 0 when |3r| > o for some a < oo. 
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To further complicate things, for each output at each time, there is an nth-order integration that must 
be carried out. For these reasons, it is not reasonable to implement anything larger than third-order 
pre-distorters. 
In the pre-distorter research, high order pre-distorters have been found for a fairly wide class of 
amplifiers by circumventing the V'olterra series approach. Because the implementation of these pre-
distorters is %er>- simple, there are no practical limitations on the order. For example, an llth-order 
pre-distorter is easily implemented. This work resulted in a paper submitted to the IEEE Transactions 
on Communications [31]: I have decided to include it in its entirety in the dissertation instead of 
presenting the material "side-by-side" with the work on separation of FM signals. 
Dissertation organization 
Most material related to pre-distortion is in Chapter 10 on page 76: besides this, the organization is 
fairl.\- traditional. The dissertation starts with an introduction followed by a literature survey, chapter 
2. which mainly deals with signal separation. After this comes chapter 3 with the problem statements. 
This is followed by chapters 4-8 that contain the main theoretical results that I have found. Chapter -1 
shows how the amplitudes of the three signals are found from the received signal. Chapter 5 finds a series 
expansion for the received phase. Chapter 6 uses these results to show that the problem has a unique 
solution and that this solution is stable. Chapter 7 derives and discusses some sufficient and necessary-
conditions for successful separation. Finally. ChapterS shows a method that will always separate any 
three, or more. FM signals in a finite amount of time. Unfortunately it is too computationally intensive 
to be of practical use. at least in its present state. Chapter 9 presents an alternative way of sep)arating 
the three signals, which has the advantage of being practically feasible to implement, but it will not 
guarantee the separation of the three signals. Chapter 9 also presents the simulation approaches and 
results, and has a discussion about practical considerations. Chapter 10 about pre-distortion is a paper 
that Dr. Steve F. Russell, my major professor, and I submitted to IEEE Transactions on Communi­
cations about pre-distortion. It documents past research, our contribution with respect to theoretical 
results, and ends with simulation results. The final two chapters are future work and conclusions; both 
chapters deal with signal separation and pre-distortion. 
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2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
Interference rejection has received considerable, and constant, attention during the last 20 years. 
The published articles can be broadly put into two categories. In the first category, the authors use 
multiplication and/or subtraction techniques. [L], [2]. [4]. In the second categorj*. they use cross-
coupled phase-locked loops (CCPLLs), [10]-[l3j. Besides these, some articles also deal with sp)ecific 
problems related to interference rejection, [3], [6]-[9]. One article, [14], uses extended Kalman filtering 
for separation. Unfortunately, no article gives firm rules for when and how two or more signals can be 
separated/detected. All methods presented depend on the capture effect in the case of two interfering 
signals: unfortunately, they all lack a thorough description of the capture effect. Figure 2.1 shows a 
geometrical representation of how the two FM signals Si and S2 add up the received signal R. 
The articles in the first categorj* generally assume an adjacent channel interferer, and most of the 
proposed methods break down in the case of a co-channel interferer. The chosen method is to use a 
"beat detector" followed by a lowpass filter to produce a signal whose phase is the phase difference 
between the two signals. A. second signal is produced by hardlimiting the first signal. This is where 
the capture effects comes in. It is assumed that the output from the hardlimiter is essentially the 
stronger signal with a small phase error caused by the weak signal (this is not true if the capture 
effect is weak). These two outputs are used for separating the two input signals, or alternatively, for 
enhancing one of the signals. One inherent weakness is that the beat detector will only work in the 
desired way when the frequency difference between the two carriers is sufficiently large (approximately 
the bandwidth of the signals) to avoid frequency folding. This makes these methods unusable for co-
channel interference. The hardlimiting/multiplication method has one ad^Tintage; it does not dep>end 
on subtracting signals from each other. This eliminates the need for amplitude estimation, which 
simplifies the scheme. Furthermore, [l] mentions that the hardlimiter is a "conventional hardlimiter-
discriminator," implying a capture effect that is not described in the article. It is somewhat surprising 
that much effort was expended deriving ver\' long, complicated expressions for some optimal filters 
that were based on simplified approximations of the behavior of the hardlimiter-discriminator and beat 
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(|>2-K0) ,-<0 ,)t 
R=S 1+S 2 
Figure 2.1 Vector representation of the received signal. 
detector. 
In the second category, cross-coupled phase-locked loops (CCPLLs) are used. CCPLLs are shown 
in Figure 2.2. Si and Sq are the received signals, and fliMt and Ozest are the phase estimates of the 
two signals. The CCPLLs work by having the first PLL (PLLl) track the stronger signal {Si). This 
relies on the capture effect. The output from the VCO is shifted by an additional 90°. producing a 
signal estimate that is 180° out of phase, which is added to the input. This process is equi\-alent to 
subtracting the estimate from the received signal (Si -t-5'2), leaving a residual signal that is supposedly 
dominated by S2-
The second PLL (PLL2) tracks the weaker signal, which is subtracted at the input of the first PLL, 
etc. Simulations, both computer and experimental [10]-[13], show that sometimes CCPLLs can sep>arate 
mutually interfering signals. If the two signals are of roughly the same magnitude, the sep>aration fails. 
.Moreover, if the magnitude differs by more than 20 to 30 dB, the separation fails. None of the articles 
explain why there is only a limited range when separation is possible. 
It is well known that a PLL does give a capture effect. However, none of the published articles 
on CCPLLs tries to describe the capture effect, or use this to explain why and when CCPLLs succeed 
in separating FM signals. The term cross-coupled phase-locked loop is actually somewhat misleading. 
Cross-coupling two phase-locked loopts will not work, but given the phase estimate from the first PLL 







90 ° phase 
shift 




Low pass filter 
Low pass filter 
Figure 2.2 Cross-Coupled Phase-Locked Loops. (CCPLLs). 
tracted from the received signal. A similar process applies for the weaker signal. This implies that the 
amplitude must be properly estimated for sep>aration of the two signals to take place. In [13], CCPLLs 
with amplitude estimations are simulated by t>asically lowpass filtering the received amplitude. The 
simulations only show that it can work: no results showing the limitations were published. 
It seems that the focus on PLLs as phase estimators is one of the reasons why only elementary 
descriptions of the capabilities of CCPLLs are available. Describing the CCPLLs mathematically results 
in nonlinear, coupled differential equations. The order of the equations is determined by the chosen 
filters. The regions of successful separation (stability) can be found by simulations. Only results from 
simulations using first and second order filters have been published. These results are of limited value. 
There are at least seven ptarameters: two for each second order filter, the modulation index for the two 
signals, and the amplitude ratio of the two signals. This excludes the amplitude estimation scheme that 
would introduce at least two more variables. Due to this complexity, it is impractical present simulation 
results for the huge number of parameter combinations for which two FM signals can be sep>arated using 
CCPLLs. 
The only article that tries to describe the capture effect is [3]. The authors' approach is ver>' 
straight forward; the phase of the received signal as a function of the two signals is derived using simple 
geometry and expanded in a series. In finding a useful expression for the received phase, they fail to 
realize how the capture effect works. In addition to this, their following conclxosions are incorrect ([3], 
page 533). "If this signal is supplied to a frequency demodulator, at the output of the demodulator only 
the modulation of the stronger signal will be heard...." and " The modulation of the weaker signal is 
only perceptible if u,'i = u.'2 " In the first quotation, the term signal refers to the phase of the received 
signal, and in the second quotation. and u-'j refers to the carrier frequencies. It will be shown that 
neither of these statements is true. Elxcept for their mistaken conclusions, they do find an expression 
for the received phase that is very useful. The article also shows that the expected x^alue of the received 
phase is that of the stronger signal. This is useful for carrier frequency estimation. No article showed 
that the amplitudes of the signals should be found, although one article, [I3|. did implement a scheme 
for amplitude estimation. This scheme relied on the capture effect to work. i.e.. if the capture effect is 
strong, it will work. It takes as the amplitude estimate the part of the received signal that is in phase 
with the estimated phase. 
It is my opinion that the reason that no theoretical results describing the behavior of CCPLLs have 
been published is because the actual equations governing the CCPLLs are extremely hard to work with. 
Considering that no theoretically complete description of a PLL with filters in the feedback loop of 
liigher order than four are available, it is not surprising that a theoretical description of the CCPLLs 
is lacking. In my .Master's thesis, [23], as well as in this dissertation, I look at the received phase and 
not at what happens in a PLL. These results can then be applied to the CCPLLs, since a PLL is. in 
essence, a phase estimator, albeit not the optimum one. 
My .Master's thesis used the expression from [3] and [19], namely: 
^sin(n(02-0,)) 
which states that in the case of two interfering signals Sp = ApC'^-.p G [1,2], the received phase is that of 
the stronger signal and the exp>ected \-alue of the received phase is also the expected value of the stronger 
signal's phase. More imp)ortantly, the error terms are in themselves FM signals which the authors failed 
to report in [3]. This is easily recognized by looking at the n-th term, ^ sin (n (^2 — ^i)). 
and noting that sin (n (02 — ^i)) is an FM signal. Also note that as n increases, the modulation index 
increases, resulting in progressively more wideband terms. The same deflnition of the modulation index 
as in [16] will  be used, namely defining it  as the ratio between the 3dB bandwidths of 0 and sin(0). 
Equation '2.1 governs under what conditions CCPLLs work and do not work. If the original signals 
are heavily modulated, filtering the received phase will efficiently suppress the phase error, resulting in 
a very good estimate of the phase. Using the received phase to form a phase estimate and the known, or 
AI 
< 1 (2.1) 
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estimated, amplitude of the stronger signal, to form an estimate of the stronger signal and subtracting 
this from the received signal produces a new signal in which the second signal dominates. Equation 2.1 
shows that the previous procedure can now be repeated to form a good estimate of the second signal's 
phase and therefore a good estimate of the second signal. 
If the signals have little modulation, i.e.. a low modulation index, then sin (n {82 — )) is not ver>-
spread out in frequency compared to 0^. In this case, the capture effect is not "strong" enough to 
guarantee that the second signal dominates when the estimate of the stronger signal is subtracted from 
the received signal. For example, if the two signals are just two carriers at the same frequency but with 
different phases, there is now capture effect, and subsequent 1}'. the CCPLLs cannot separate the signals. 
.Another fact that follows from Equation 2.1, is that, as the ratio of the amplitudes j-^j approaches 
unity, more and more error terms start to significantly contribute to the error, making it increasingly 
harder for the CCPLLs to sep>arate the signals. In the extreme case when j-^j = 1. Elquation 2.1 is no 
longer ralid; instead one can use simple geometrj- to show that the phase is simply: 
92->r0i f 'R = .42 
AI 
= I (2.2) 
2 
Where we have assumed that the signals are at the same carrier frequency. If the two phases 62 and 
01 have the same bandwidths, there will obviously be no capture effect, and the two signals cannot be 
separated using CCPLLs. No published papers, except my own work,[22] and [23]. relating to CCPLLs. 
have been able to demonstrate the separation of two signals when the amplitudes are equal or to explain 
why that happens. 
.•\nother practical problem with CCPPLs is that the feedback structure introduces delays. The way 
to avoid this is to cascade the estimators^. [20]-[23]. This structure can compensate for any delays and 
is superior to CCPLLs (Figure 2.3). 
It turns out that any two FM signals can be separated, except for a f>o6sible phase ambiguity [23] 
(Figure 2.4). Once more, by forgetting about CCPLLs and looking at the signals, it was shown in [23] 
that the amplitudes of the two FM signals can be found if the distribution of the phase difference is 
known (assuming the phases to be uniformly distributed on the interval (0,27r] which is verj- reasonable). 
The received signal can be seen as the vector sum of the two signals (essentially working in a two-
dimensional signal space, corresf>onding to I and Q components) (Figure 2.1). Looking at the problem 
from a geometrical viewpoint, it involves finding the angles of a triangle when the three sides are known. 
^ To my knowledge. D. L. -Abbey at Rockwell*Collins. Cedar Rapids, invented this. 
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Figure 2.3 Cascaded estimators. 
The angles are given by: 
«.3) 
/?2 _ 42 42 
COs(/7 + 01 — 02 — (-^'1 -^'2) i) = 2ItA2 
The ambiguity arises because we only know the cosine of the angular difTerence (see Figure 2.4). It 
Figure 2.4 The phase ambiguity. 
was not conclusively shown in my Master's thesis, [23], that this ambiguity can be overcome; however, 
some results from this dissertation will show that it is p>ossibie to pick the right solution by requiring 
that the phases be bandlimited. 
The CCPLLs can be seen as estimators, so it makes intuitive sense to use an optimum estimator 
to find the two signals. The only article to try this approach, using extended Kalman filtering to 
10 
separate the signals, is Reference [14]. It is well known that for a linear dynamical system cornipted by 
Gaussian noise, the optimum estimator is the Kalman filter, [24] and [25], sometimes referred to as the 
Kalman-Bucy filter when treated from a stochastic differential equations form. [25]-[29]. If the s>'stem 
is not linear, one can use the extended Kalman filter as done in [14]: however, there is no guarantee 
that this filter is optimum. This is an interesting approach, but it does not seem to jjerform too well 
in practice. The results shown in the article are far from ideal, for example the extended Kalman filter 
does not manage to properly estimate the amplitudes of the two signals (Figure 8 on p>age 1379 in [14]). 
.As mentioned previously, it is p>ossible to correctly estimate the amplitudes. 
Some practical problems associated with CCPLLs and cascaded estimators were mentioned in my 
•Master's thesis. The problem with delays in CCPLLs have already been discussed; this problem can be 
avoided in cascaded estimators. The fact that any practical filter will be non-ideal will cause problems. 
Because of, this there will be distortion on the estimate of the stronger signal ex'en when the second 
signal is not present. Subtracting this estimate from the received signal will leave a residue, due to the 
non ideal filter, even though there theoretically should not be any. Obviously, any second signal that is 
weaker than this self-induced residue will be "drowned" by it, i.e.. the second estimator (PLL) will lock 
to this residue and not to the second, weaker signal. Therefore, there is always a practical lower limit 
on how much weaker the second signal can be relative the stronger signal depending on the quality of 
the signal processing implementation. This is evident in all published results for CCPLLs. where the 
demodulated second signal suffers from more and more distortion as it gets weaker. 
-An example from [23] shows successful separation of two signals using cascaded estimators (Figure 
2.5). The modulation index, defined as the ratio between the bandwidths of the modulated signal and 
the phase signal, is 5. The measure SDR^ is the distortion on the modulated signal: SDR2 p.\f is the 
distortion on the phase and SDR-i pst mod is the distortion on the phase when compensated for phase 
slif>s. Finally, SDR^fm is the distortion on the phase derivative, i.e., the imp>ortant figure of merit for 
an FM signal. 
Lately, much work has been focused on interference rejection in CDMA s>-stems: this is an area that 
this dissertation does not directly deal with since the separation in this case is generally based on using 
the "built-in" correlation properties of the signal and therefore forms a special case. However, the ideas 
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Figure 2.5 Successful separation of two signals. The figure shows various dis­
tortion measures for the weaker signal. 
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3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Separation of three FM signals 
When a received signal is the sum of three FM signals, when is it possible to find (separate) the 
three signals and how should it be done? The signals may even be at the same carrier frequency. In 
the reminder of this dissertation, it will be assumed that the carrier frequencies are the same or ver>-
close together because this represents a worst case. The modulation index could also be the same for 
all the signals. The problem is more complicated than it might appear to be. since FM modulation is 
a nonlinear modulation scheme. On the other hand, it is the nonlinear behavior that makes it possible 
to separate the signals! Introducing the following notation; the three signals are represented as follows: 
S,=A,cos(^\t-h9i(t)) ie [1.2.3] (3.1) 
where 0^(1) are assumed to be bandlimited and .4, and uji are unknown constants. The received signal 
Sfl(f) is simply the sum of the three signals (Figure 3.1); 
Snit) = Si{t) + S^lt) + S3{t) (3.2) 
Mathematically, the problem can be formulated as follows: given the received signal SR{t) and the 
bandwidths of di(t). find 0^{t). An equivalent way of formulating the problem is to view the signals as 
vectors: 
S. = £€[1.2.3] (3.3) 
From an electrical engineering point of view, this corresponds to representing the signal as inphase 
(I) and quadrature (Q) components. This representation has the added advantage of allowing for a 
geometrical interpretation. To emphasize that an quantity is estimated, it will be denoted with the 
subscript est. for example, Siest denotes an estimate of ^i. 
In the literature survey, it was seen that in the case of two interfering FM signals, the cosine of the 
phase difference between the signals and the received phase can always be found using the law of cosines. 
In the case of three FM signals, an extra degree of freedom is introduced; therefore, it is necessary to 
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Figure 3.1 The received signal modeled as a vector. 
introduce some other restriction(s). The natural choice is that the phases should be bandlimited; I will 
show later that this is enough to ensure uniqueness of the solution. The problem statement is easily 




S. z€[1...,A'] (3.5) 
P re-distort ion 
The second problem, pre-distortion, is more of a practical problem. The theory of Volterra series 
shows liow a pre-distorter should be implemented, given the Volterra series representation of the am­
plifier. The problem is that it is difficult to both measure the Volterra series and to implement the 
pre-distorter. The problem is to find an easily implemented pre-distorter for some well-specified ampli­
fiers. See the chapter "High-Order Volterra Series Based pre-distortion for High-Efficiency RF Power 
.A.mplifiers" on page 76 for more details. 
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Relevance 
Xo study or paper has been published that attempts to analyze the problem of separating three 
interfering FM signals, and only one has mentioned the problem [12]. Traditionally, the problem is to 
demodulate a signal that is corrupted by noise. .\s the sp>ectra gets more utilized, the desired signal is 
more likely to be corrupted by other signals rather than noise. Radio systems are in many situations 
definitely moving away from the noise limited case and into the interference limited case. This is because 
the spectrum gets more crowded as more users occupy the same frequencies. Some newer systems are 
designed on the assumption of a certain level of interference. .\s an example, consider a cellular radio 
system. If it would be p>ossifale to separate the interfering signals, it would be possible to reuse the 
frequencies more often, resulting in a higher utilization. Traditionally in a cellular system, increased 
capacity is achieved by a so called "cell split." This is the procedure of putting the transmitters, 
base stations, or sites closer together. The problem is that the cells get so small that it is practically 
impossible to find suitable positions. The main problem is that, to avoid unacceptable interference, 
the base station must be within an increasingly small area, which cannot always be found. From this 
point of view, being able to separate the signals, and therefore eliminate the interferer, would make it 
possible to increase the capacity with minimum sacrifice in quality. 
.•Another example is a car radio. Probably ever>-one has been sitting in a stopped car in front of a 
red light listening to the car radio and noticing how one radio station is fading out and another one is 
breaking through. A few seconds later, the process repeats itself and the radio is once again receiving 
the first signal. By separating the received signal, it would be p>ossible to keep listening to either of the 
two stations. 
.•\ related problem is that of adjacent channels. An adjacent channel should ideally only transmit 
power within its allocated bandwidth, but in practice it will transmit outside this range. Therefore, 
the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) regulations dictate that the transmitter must be below 
a certain spectral level in its adjacent channels. The actual figure \*aries depending on frequency and 
system but is generally given as a number of dB below the carrier. receiver will have problems if the 
received signal is ver>* weak comfjared to the adjacent channel, in which case the residual power from 
the adjacent channel will still overpower the desired signal. Once again, by tracking and subtracting the 
received adjacent channel, the two signals can be separated, resulting in a cancellation of the interference 
caused by the adjacent channel. 
The second problem, pre-distortion has started to receive renewed attention. The reason is that it 
is practically imp>ossible to build a linear amplifier, especially one with high efficiency. All practical 
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amplifiers are more or less nonlinear due to the fact both transistors and tubes are inherently nonlinear. 
It has been known since people started building amplifiers that they were not linear, so this is nothing 
new. The main reason that pre-distortion did not receive any significant attention earlier is probably 
because there was no practical way of implementing pre-distorters (lack of digital signal processing 
[DSP]) and the use of FM modulation, which is less susceptible to amplifier distortion. In existing 
amplifiers, high linearity is sometimes achieved by using a class A amplifier, resulting in low efficiency 
and is impractical for high-efficiency applications. -Another thing that is done in practice is to stay 
away from saturating the transmitter, referred to as back-ofT. The idea is that as the input signal gets 
smaller the distortion decreases, so to stay away (back-off) from the p>oint where one has the maximum 
output power from the amplifier, one gets a more linear behavior. In essence, this trades peak output 
power for linearity. 
.A.nother problem is that components will age. resulting in most cases in an amplifier that gets 
gradually more nonlinear. The fact that power amplifiers are fairly nonlinear is one reason FM is 
popular. Because the envelop is constant, there will be no amplitude distortion! However, many digital 
modulation schemes are neither FM nor AM but a combination. In these cases, any distortion caused 
by a non-linear amplifier will degrade the overall system performance. Another asp)ect is that the more 
linear the amplifier is. the less spurious emission in the adjacent channels. 
Because it is not practical to build a linear power amplifier, the alternative is to pre-distort the 
signal so that the distortion of the amplifier will be cancelled out. Also, when pre-distorting the signal 
there is less need, or no need, to "back-off." i.e., the amplifier can be operated closer to. or at. its p>eak 
output power without sacrificing linearity and performance. 
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4 AMPLITUDE ESTIMATION 
Finding the amplitudes 
This chapter will show that just as in the case of two mutually interfering FM signals, one can 
always estimate the amplitude of the three signals. The method for estimating the amplitude of the 
two FM signals,[22], [23], is based on estimating the moments of the received signal. Through a simple 
extension, this also has the advantage of working in the presence of Gaussian noise. Expanding on this 
idea, it will be shown through direct calculations that the amplitudes, (.Aj,-42, vAs) can be estimated 
through the second, fourth, and sixth moments of the received signal. It is seen that this method could 
be extended to estimate the amplitudes for the case of more than three interfering signals by simply 
including higher moments. Furthermore, the calculations can be expanded to include the presence of 
noise by evaluating the eighth moment. To simplify the calculations, it is assumed the signals are 
uncorrelated and the distribution of the signals '  phases are uniform p{0) = 
Sr = Si + S'2 + 53, (4.1) 
where 5. = ,4^ cos{ju\ t  -i- 6 i{t)).  Define the mean of x, x by; 
/.OO 
I xp(x)dx 
J — OQ (4.2) 
.-\ssuming the process to be ergodic, which can be assumed in our case, this can be written as 
(4.3) 
The second moment of the received signal is: 
(4.4) 
The fourth moment is; 
(4.5) 
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and the sixth moment: 
si = •f5A! + fA;/li/l3+^-4}.4; + £.tt.45 + ^ .4;.45 (4.6) 
4.i£ 42 44 , ^ 46 , i2 44 42 , i2 42 44 , _2.46 +-fg-4,.43 + —.42 + ^ -4O.43 + Jg-42-43 + ^g.43. 
The deri\'ation of these equations are shown later in this chapter. 
Define Arj, and as: 
k I = 2 • 5^ (4 w ) 
•^2 = - I (2 • S-j^ y) I = '4?.4e -f- .4?.4i + .4:^ .4: 
In order to get k^ in a suitable form, the following equality is bandy: 
75 . 0  . 0  30 .0 30 
S S - - | ( 2 - S » )  =  l ± . e ^ A i A l ^ ^ A t A l  +  ^ A ' , A l  ( 4 , 8 )  
+ ^ AiAl + f/llAj 
= A',AlAl 
The equations are of the form: 
ki = ^2^.42 + ^ 12 (4.10) 
k2 = A?.4| + Af .4§ + AlAl 
k^ = 
.Although this looks fairly innocent, it is a third-order equation system. This can be solved analvtically. 
Because the equation system is symmetric, not only does the vector [.4i..42,^3] solve the equations, 
but so does every p>ermutation of this vector. This is not a limitation since we know that the strongest 
signal is the one with the greatest amplitude etc. 
Using standard techniques, [30], solve the equation for the three unknowns A^.A^. and .43: 
ki = i4^ + J42 + ,^3 (4.11) 
kz = A^Al + A^A^ 4- >12-43 
^3 = A^A^A^ 
This equation implies that: 
0 = — kiZ^+k2Z — fcs (4.12) 
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Substitute z = x + ki/Z 
0 = (x + A:,/3)^-A:i (x-HA:i/3)^+A:2(x-l-fci/3)-A:3 
= -I- x'Ari + Xitf/3 4- k\/27 — kix^ — 2xfcf/3 — k\/9 •+• kiX 4- k2ki/3 — kz 
= x^ 4- X {-k^/3 -hk2) - 2A:?/27 4- kiki/3 - Arj 
(4.13) 
Define: 
D = - h - i l  
27 
4-
2k Al'3 — ^kik2 4- •% 
3 i 2  
The three roots to 4.13 are given by: 
= 5 4" ^ 








M = s4-i 4- ki 
3 
(4.17) 
Al = s -J- t  
2 ^  
kl 
" 3 
Al = S -i- t  
2 ' T -
The problem can be extended by taking the noise into consideration. Assuming that the noise is 
Gaussian with known variance, the three equations will be slightly different, but it will still be a third-
order equation. Assuming, more realistically, that the noise variance is unknown, one would have to 
evaluate S^, which will give a fourth-order equation. It can still t)e solved analytically, because there 
is a formula for the solution of a fourth-order equation and even for a fifth order equation. For higher 
order equations, one is forced to solve it numericalh*. It would be passible to analytically find the 
amplitudes of five interfering FM signals or, four FM signals in Gaussian noise. 
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Derivation of Ek^uations 4.4 through 4.6 
Using Matlab's symbolic toolbox, the following expansions are found: 
(a+d-hc)-* = I2ad'-c-h4a^b-l-4a^c-h6a'^d'- (4.18) 
-r-6 • Q." ' (? 4" 4 • fl - 6^ -f- 4 • • (? 4 * 6^ • c 
4-6 • • (? -^-b^ + c* ->!-4 • b • (? 
4-12 • a' • b • c -r 12 • a • b • <? 
{n-hb-k-c)^ = 30 • a - i"* • c-r 30 • a - 6 - + a® + 60 • - 6^ • c (4.19) 
4-30-a^ •6-c-l-60 -a^ - ft c^-f-eO a^ - 63 .c^-go-a^ -62 - c2 
+60 • - 6 - + 60 • a • 6^ - + 60 • a - 6^ • + 6 • a - 6^ + 6 • a • 
+6 • - 6 -f- 6 - • c 15 - a"* • 6^ + 15 • a'* - + 20 - • 6^ 4- 20 • 
+ 15 • • 6"* + 15 • 4- 6 • 6 - + 6® -t- 6 - • c 
+15 • 6"* • + 15 • 6" • + 20 - 6^ • + c® 
This could, of course, be done without using of any computer software because it is simply an application 
of binomial expansion. Assuming a.b, and c to have symmetric distributions (Insuring that any term 
involving an odd exponent will disappear), zero mean*^, and independent gives the exp>ected values as 
follows: 
(a + 6 + c)* = &-d^bt^+Qa'^c^+&b^-c^ + b*-\-c*+a* (4.20) 
(a + 6 + c)® = a® + 90 • - 6^ - c^ + 15 • a"* • 6^ + 15 • a"* • (4-21) 
+ 15 • -b* + lo • • c* +b^ -ir lb • b* • + \o • b^ • + (^ 
Only assuming a, 6,and c to be independent and to have zero mean gives the same results: 
(a + 6 + c)"* = 6 - - 6^ + 6 - + 6 - 4. ^ 4 ^ c4 ^ q4 (4-22) 
(a + 6 + c)® = a®+60-a2-63.c + 90-a2-62-c2+ (4-23) 
+15 • - 62 + 15 • - c2 + 20 - a3 - 63 4.20 - a3 - c3 
'This is not a limitation since any RF signal will have zero mean. 
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-(-15 • • b* + lo • -h 
-1-15 •6^-c2+15-i>^-cr*-!-20-6^-c^-f-c® 
= a® 90 • -(- 15 • a"* • 6* -f- 15 - a"* • c~ 
-f-15 - a- • 6'' 15 - • cr* -f- 6® 
+15 • ft"* - + 15 - 6- • c* c® 
Because the terms a.i.and c, in reality, are of the form .4, cos(^',f and we can assume that the 
phase is evenly distributed over the interval (0.2~], the following relation is useful for calculating the 
different moments: 
± S /I 
where n!! = n (n — 2) (n — 4).... Using this when e\3luating the moments in Equations 4.20 to 4.23 
gives Equations 4.4 to 4.6. 
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5 THE RECEIVED PHASE 
The next step is to find a useful expression for the received phase. The calculations are a bit messy, 
but the result. Equation 5.11. is "neat" and is crucial for any further work. This result also gives an 
easy expression of the phase distortion in terms of the amplitudes of the three signals. For the notation 
see Figure 3.1. From [3] and [19], a series expansion that can be used in when working with two FM 
signals. Start by expanding the received phase OR : 
R2 sin i0R2 — di) 9r = 01 -(-arctan 
-I- /?2 COS {0R2 
hi-) 
- 0 l ) J  (5.1) 
= •^sin(n(0iZ2-^1)) 
n=l ^ ' 
< 1 
where R-y = \/'Ai -r .43 + 2.42-43 cos(^3 — 9^) is the envelop of S^+Sz and 0 r2 = 02+arcsin ^ 
is the phase of S2 + S3. Note that /?2 < •'^2 + /I3 < .4i. which implies that j^| < 1. here is where the 
a.ssumption that .42 + .43 < .4i is necessarj*. 
Let X = arcsin j. 
O r = ~ XI sin (n (02 — + arcsin (x))) = (5.2) 
n = l ^ 1/ 
^ / /i2 \" I 
—  X J  (  — j  ~  [ s i n  ( "  ( O j  —  0 i ) )  cos (n arcsin(x)) -f- cos (n (02 — )) sin (narcsin (x))] 
n=l ^ 1 / 
2n 
0R = sin(2n(02 - Oi)) X 
n = l ^ / 




4! 6! X — 
-SB) 
2n 
cos (2n (02 —Oi)) cos(arcsin(x)) x 
4n2_22 3 (4n2-22) (4n2-42) , 
X + -i 4:^ i-x^-
o! -O! 
00 ,  _ 
-SB 
2n-l 
^ sin((2T2 — 1) (02 — 0i)) cos(arcsin(x)) x 
22 
1 _ (2n - 1) - l/(2n - 1)^2 [(2n -!)-!/ {2n - 1)] 
(2n - 1) ~ 2! ^ 4! 
(2n- 1)^-32 
2n- I 
cos((2r2 — 1) {62 — ^1)) X 
(2n - 1)^ - 1- 3 
X — X 4-
3! 
{2n - I)* - T" (27Z - 1)^ - 32 
X — 
^ y sin(27j (^2 - ^i)) 
n=l ^ - 1/ 
1 n f .43/.42sin(6 
n [ W 
. 03 — 0-i) 2n {An' — 2^) 
2n (4^2 — 2^) (472^ — 4^) 
6! 
271 
Az!A2 sin(ff3 ~ ^2) 
4! 
•^3/-42 sin(03 — O2) 
R2 
+ 
n \\ 1 +-43A42COs(^3 — ^2) .. COS (2n (&2 ~ "1)) ^ 
Az!A2 siTijOz — ^2) 






•43/J42 sin(d3 — 62) 
R2 
A-i!A2 sin(ff3 — ^2) 
/?2 
• „ 1 +-43A42COs(d3 - <>2) 
Sin ((2n- l ) ( 0 2 - & i ) )  ^  X 
K2 
1 (2n - 1) - l/(2« - 1) 
(2n - 1) 2! 
[(2n - 1) - 1/ {2n - 1)] [(2n - 1)^ - 3^ 




Az! A2S\n{0z — 62) 
R-2 
271- 1 
cos((2n - l){02-0\)) X 
i43//i2sin(tf3 — ^2) (2n — 1)^ — 
R2 3! 
(2n - 1)2 _ 12] [(2n - l)^ -.32 
A3/A2 sin(03 —62) 
5! 
R2 
.43/^42 sin(^3 — 62) 
«2 
(5.4) 
This expansion still contains pjowers of sin and cos. which is not desirable. Alternatively, the received 
phase can be written as follows: 
O r = -sin(7j (02-01 4-0R2)) = (5.5) 
^cos(>.(«=-«.))( 
(co6(gfa) -t- t'sin(gji2))" 4- {cos(6R2) — ism(0n2))" ) 
(cos(gia) -hisin(gia))" — (cosjOfg) — isin(g/Q))'' 
2i ) 
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I A2J1 + {Az/A2)^ -t- 2AZIA2 COs(fl3 — 62) \ 1 
OR = I 3sin(R(^2- ^ i ) )  X (5.6) 
n = l .4i 
(1 + .43/.42 cos(03 — 62) + Z-43/-42 sin(^3 — ^2))" + 
(1 + .43/-42 cos(03 — O2) — 2-43/>l2 sin(03 —^2))" 
^ (-43/.42)' 4- 2A2/'42 cos(03 — ^2)^ 2 
- /.42 v/l + (.43/.42)'' + 2.43 A42 COS(<?3 - «2) V 1 , 
-^1 ^ I -cos(n(02-^i)) X 
n=l .4, 
(1 + -43/>l2 cos(03 — 62) + i-43/.42 sin(03 — O2))" — 
(1 4-^43/^42 006(03 —O2) — iAz/A2sin{^0z —^2))" 
1 4- {A2IA2) 4- 2.43/j42 cos(03 
_ f i e„(„ («, . ,.)) ^(1 ^ 
Using the binomial theorem, this can be exp>anded as follows: 
= ^1 — (~~i^) ~sin(Ti (02 — ^i)) X 
n = l  ^  ^ '  
(") (.43M2)"e'C^3-g.)A- ^ YlZo (I) (^3A42)^-6-'C^3-^.)A: j 
-£(-^) ^cos(n(02-»i)) X 
TXS= I ^ ^ 




0R = ^1-5^ (~^) n (a) (-43M2)''cOs(fc(03 - 02)) 
^cos(n(02 -®i)) (>l3M2)*sin(A:(03 -^2))j 
(5.9) 
=  ^ ^ - f ;g(-^)"K:)^^3M2)-
sin (n (02 — 0i))cos(/:(03 — 02)) 4-cos(n(02 — 0i))sin(ifc(03 — 02)) 
(5.10) 
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«»=«•- EE (-^) ° ^  (") (x)""'«" 
This is the description(s) of the received phase that is most useful. First of all. it shows that there will 
be a capture effect on the strongest signal, Si, since the error terms will be more wideband than the 
actual phase. Secondly, the equation also shows that there will be a capture effect on the second signal, 
provided that one can find a good enough estimate. Si„£. of Si and subtract this estimate from the 
received signal. To see this, consider Si — Si^st -i- S2 + S3: it was previously shown that one can find 
tlie amplitudes of the three signals, so it can be assumed that |Sieat| = .4i. then: 
5i -Si„, = .4isin(0i (5.12) 
If|,4isin(0i — die3t)\ < -42—.43. then one can use Equation 5.11 to write the phaseof5i—Sigjf-f-524-S3, 
denoted 6rea- as follows: 
s  t ^ (:) ' -n ((" - « -  ^ 0 3 )  
(5.13) 
Through an argument similar to the one above, it is seen that there will now h>e a capture effect on the 
second signal. 
It is far from obvious when (and if) the series expansion converges. Fortunately, it is easy to show 
that it does conv^erge. 
(.43/.42)^ sin ((n — k) — n6i + 
n = l \ * / \ / n —1 \ i / 
(5.14) 
The last sum converges by the root criteria if Ai < -42 + A3. By the dominated covergence theorem, 
the first sum is absolutely convergent. It is also possible to find a closed expression for the last sum, 
[.30]: 
If -42 + A3 —• Ai, the sum approaches 00. This sum represents an upper bound on the phase error, but 
it is overly pessimistic. The maximum phase distortion on Si s phase is found from simple geometric 
considerations to be as follows: 
max \0R —Oi\= arccos ^ • (5.16) 
It is also possible to get an approximation of the second moment (standard deviation) of the phase error 
by assuming the phase difference to be uniformlj- distributed (this assures that the terms are orthogonal 
to each other). The series exp>ansion is a two-dimensional Fourier series expansion because the three 
phases are independent of each other and are uniformly distributed. This assumption ensures that the 
inner product fulfills the usual requirements: 
_ 0 (5.17) 
/giiCfi-fli) _ J ^ ^ r- ^  
^ \ 1 : n = fc 
So the functions sin (n (®2 — ^i))r cos(Ar(^3 —Oq)). cos(n(02 — ^i))- and sin(A:(®3 — 62) form a basis. 
Taking the coefficients of the series expansion can be can be seen as an isomorphic mapping between 
two Hilbert spaces, the power in the phase error can be found by squaring and adding the coefficients 
in the series expansion (Parseval's theorem). 
In the case of one interferer only (a = A1/A2): 
E ((«„ - «,)») = r .rW (, "'"'7' ) = f; (5.18) 
V / J_^ \l+acos{A0) J 2- 4-722 
For the case of two interferers 
It was once more assumed that all the signals" phases are independent, and the phase differences are 
uniformly distributed on [0,2—). 
The case of three carriers 
In this part, the sp>ecial case of the phase of three carriers will be analyzed. This section will provide 
e.\act expressions for the received phase in this case. This special case is important for two reasons. 
First, it represents a worst case in the sense that the phase error is narrow banded because there is 
no modulation. Secondly, because it is possible to find the Fourier transform (and the Fourier series 
expansion), it is p>ossible to tell what will happen when filtering the received phase. It will be assumed 
that the signals are not on the same carrier frequency and that the receiver is not narrow banded enough 
to directly filter out the carriers. 
Beginning with the expression for the received phase, it is ptossible to write the phase error as follows: 
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e ,  =  O r-01  (5.20) 
Let Oi = 0.02(0 = ^2 + = 03 — ^u;t. Due to geometrical considerations, it is enough to 
consider 6i = 0. 0-2(0 = c + = c — A^'f. 
e.: = Or-O, (5.21) 
= i(it) (^) sin((n-A:)(c + A-.-0+A:(c-A^-i)) 
The Fourier series expansion is found bv identifying terms in the above expression. For n — 2A: = 0 
n even 
For n — 2k = il 
£(-x) 2^(i^)(^) «"(=F^.-< + (2"-l)c) (3.23) 
=  . , c ,  
^' 
X 
[sin(^Aiirf)cos((2n — 1) c) + cos(^Aujt) sin ((2n — I) c)] 
A^J 2 n - l i i ^ j t 4 2 j  
[^sin(AiL;f)cos((2rz — 1) c) + cos (Au;0 sin ((2n — 1) c)] 
If c = 0 
(5.24) 
Because the expression is somewhat messy, it would be desirable to directly evaluate the Fourier 
series coefficients. The standard way is to use the methods of residues. Unfortunately, this turns out 
to be hard since the phase error is not a rational function of sin {O-2 — 61) ,sin (63 — Oi) .cos{02 — ^i) • 
and cos (03 —61), leading to great difficulties in finding the residues. Fortunately, the derivative of the 
phase error is a rational function of sin (O2 — Oi) - sin (6z —Oi) .cos{62 —Oi), and cos{9z —Oi). so it is 
much easier to find the Fourier series exptansion of the deri\ative. Once this is found, one can integrate 
term by term and find the DC term to get the phase error. There is no way of knowing the average of 
the signal by looking al its derivative: therefore, the extra step of finding the average error is needed. 
= d arctan 
- Er=i ELo MM)' X 
sin (n — d i ) )  c o s ( k ( 6 z  —  ^ - i ) )  c o s { n  { O n  —  6 i ) ) s i n { k { d z  —  ^ 2 ) )  
.42sin (62 — ®i) -4- ^3 sin (03 — Oi) (— 
V.4.^ .42 cos (02 — 01 ) + -43 COS (03 
1 
1 + / .42 sin (02—01)+.43 sin (03—0i) \ 
\j4I 4- .42 COS (02 — 0l) -f- J43 COS (03 — 01) / 
r [j42COs(02 — 0l) 9(02 — 0l) + •43COS(03 — 0 
X [.4i + .42 COS (02 — 01 ) 4- .43 COS (03 — 
[.42sin (02 — ^i) + .43 sin (03 — 0i)) 




[.4i + A2COS(02 — 01) + -43 cos (03 — 01 )]^ 
[.42 COS (02 — 01) 9(02 — 01 )] [-4i + yl2 COS (02 — 0i) + >l3 COS (03 — 0i)] 
-f- [-42sin (02 — 01) + .43 sin (03 — 0i)] [.42 sin (02 — 0i) 9 (02 — 0i)] 
[.4i + .42cos(02 — 0i) + -43Cos(03 — 0i)]"' 4- [-42sin(02 — 0i) 4- -43sin(03 — 0i)]^ 
[9(03 - 01 )| [>1i.43 COS (03 - 01 ) 4- .43^2COS (02 - 03) + Aj] 
[-4i + -42 COS (02 — 01) 4- .43 COS (03 — 01 )]^ 4- [-42 sin (02 — 0i) 4- -43 sin (03 — 0i )]^ 
(5.25) 
9 (02 — 01) [•'4i^2 COS (02 — 01) "I" •'42 4- .43-42 COS (02 — 03)] 4-
9(03 —0i) [.4i-43COS(03 —0i) 4--43-42COS(02 —03) 4-J4§] 
[-4i + -42 COS (02 — 01) 4- .43 COS (03 — 0i)]^ 4- [-42 sin (02 — 0i) 4- -43 sin (03 — 0i)]^ 
9 (02 — 01) [-41-42 COS (02 — 01) 4- Al2 4- >43-42 cos (02 — 03)] 4-
9(03 —01) [v4IA3COS(03 — 0l) 4- A3yi2COs(02 — 03) -I- >43] 
4" 4" >43 4" 2A1A2 COS (02 — 01) 4- 2J4I.43 COS (03 — 0i) 
4-2>l2j43Cos (02 — 01) COS (03 — 0i) 4- 2j42^3sin (02 — 0i) sin(03 — 0i) 
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d {O2 — &i) ['41-42 cos (^2 — ^1) COS (^2 — ^3)] 
d  { d j  —  6 1 )  cos (03 — ^l) + -43,42 COS ( 0 2  —  0 2 )  • ' r  .43] 
.4'f + .4| 4- -4^ + 2-4i.42cos(02 — 0i) + 2-4i-43 cos(03 — ) 4- 2-42-43cos(02 — 03} 
To proceed, some more assumptions about the phases are needed. One special case worth noting is 
when 0-2 — <?i= — (03 — 0i). which corresponds to a situation when the frequency spacing between the 
carriers is the same and they are all in phase at i = 0. In this case. 
d 
• arctan 
( (-42 --43) sin (02-^i) ^ .,g> 
\-4l -H (-42 + -43) cos (02 —  0 l )  J  0(02 - 01 ) 
(.42 — .43) cos (02 — 01) (A2 — -43) sin (02 — 0i) (— ('42 •+• .43) sin (02 ""01)) 
•4l + (.42 -f-'43) cos(02 — 0l) (j4i + (^2 + '43)ct>s(02 —0l))^ 
/ (>^2 - >^3)sin(02 - 0i) y 
^'4, +('42+ -43) cos (02-01 )y 
I (-42 — -43) cos (02 — 01) (^41 -4- ( A 2  A 3 )  c o s  (02 — 0i)) -
V (.42 - >l3) sin (02 - 01) (- (-42 + .43) sin (02 - 0i)) 
(-41 4- (-42 4- -43) COS (02 ~ 0i))^ 4- ((-42 — -43) sin (02 — 0i))^ 
/ -41 (-42 — -43) cos (02 — 01 ) 4- (-42 — -43) (-42 4- -43) COS^ (02 — 01 ) 4-
V ('42 - -43) (A2 -h A3) Sin2 (02 - 01) 
.42 + (.42 4- -43)^ cos2 (02 - 0i) + 2>ii (-42 + .43) COS (02 - 01) 4- (-42 - -43)'- sin* (02 - 01 ) 
/ j4i (-42 — -43) cos(02 — 0l) 4- (.42 — .43) (.42 4- .43) COS^ (02 — 0l) 4- \ 
V (.42 - '43) (.42 4- '43)sin^ (02 - 0,) J 
'4| -t- Ao 4- A^ 4- 2.42.43 cos^ (02 — 0i) 4- 2.4j (-42 4- .43) cos (02 — 0i) — 2-42-43 sin"^ (02 — 0i) 
_ -4i (A2 — -43) cos (02 — 0i) 4- >^2 ~ ^3 
A^i+ .41 4- -4§ 4- 2.42.43 cos [2 (02 - 0i)] 4- 2-4i (-42 4- >^3) cos (02 - Gi) 
_ -4i (-42 — /I3) cos (02 — 01) 4- .41 — .43 
Af + A^ '43 4- 4.42.43 cos^ (02 — 01) — 2.42.43 4- 2.4i (.42 4- .43) cos (02 — 0i) 
Factorize the denominator by setting cos (02 — 0i) = t 
•4i 4- A2 4- j43 4- 4^42^3 cos^ (02 — 01) ~ 2.42.43 4- 2>li (.42 4- .43) cos (02 — 01) = 0 (5.27) 
•4i 4- .42 4- .43 4- 4j42-^3^^ — 2J42.43 4- 2J4I (^2 4- •'43) i = 0 
^2 .4i (.42 4- As)^ ^ A^ -h A^-i- .43 — 2.42.43 _ ^ i  - •43).  4- 2 4-
2A2A3 4.42^43 
A ^ Ai (A2 4- .43) N ^ ^ /i4i (i42 4- A 3 )  \ ^  .4^ 4- A2 4- A^ — 2^42-43 
\ 4-42^43 J ^ 4v42.'43 J 4.42.A3 
= 0 
. >4i (^42 4-^43) ^ U Ai (A2-i-A3)\^ A^ + A2 + Al — 2A2A3 
^ 4A2A3 - ^A2A3 ) 1A;A3 
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t + 
.4i (.42 -43) ^ />t?>li-H.4?.4^ + 2.4?.42.43 -4.42^13.4? - - 4.42-4^ + 8.4^4g 
4>l2-43 {•LAM' 4-42 >13 
yj(-4i (^2 — -43))' — 4.42-43 (-42 — .43)'' 
.4] (.42 -f- .43) _ ^ 
4.42.43 4-42-43 
^ -4i (.42 + -43) (-42 — .43) .4f — 4.42-43 
4-42-43 4J42-43 
Is this always greater than .4i? It obviously is since A2/ (4.42^3) > 1/ (2-43) > I because .4i < 
.4^ -f- .43. It is also seen that t/Ai > I from plotting the expressions, so: 
.4^ -i- -4? "t" .43 4-42-43 cos^ {O2 — ^1) — 2.42-43 + 2-4i (.42 + -43) cos {02 — ^1) (5-29) 
. . .  f  , r ,  /> , . -41 (-42 +-43) , (-42 — -43) yj-4f — 4-42-43 \ 
= 4,4^.43 (9,+ + j-
U i e ,  - 9.)  
y 4-42-43 4-42-43 J 
Returning to the expression 
Ai (-42 - -43) cos (02 - g.) + -4i -
-4? + .4| +• v4| -t- 4-42>l3 cos2 {62 - 6»i) - 2-42^3 4- 2Ai {A2 + -43) cos {02 - 0,) 
for which we want to find the Fourier series expansion, forces us to evaluate the integral: 
(.5.30) 
_ J_ (.4i (,42 ~ .43)005(^2 — ^1) - A^) cos(n {62 - Oi)) (({62 - 0\) 
2" Jq -h ^2 A3 4- 4-42-43 cos^ (O2 — ^1) — 2^42-43 -f- 2-41 (-42 H~ As) cos (62 — ) 
=  ± r  
•2-Jo 
[.4i (.42 — >13) cos (^2 — ^l) -I- -42 — -4§] COs(n (02 — ^l)) d{02 — 0l) 
4-42-43 I cos (02 — 0l) -i- Ai (A2 + .43) ^ (.42 — >43) v/-4i — 4-42-43^ 
4.42-43 4.42-43 
(cos(02 - gl) -t- ^ ~ ~ ] 
^ 4.42 j43 4 j42>13 j 
<5.31) 
This can be done using residues 
dz 
( ( ~ ~ \  {A2 -43) + (-42 — ^43) v/v4f — 4.42>l3 \  
VV 2 4^2>l3 




(.4^ - An) (^) + {Aj - A%) --] (-'" ) dz 
442^3 ( ((•'^l + >^3) (^2 — A3) ^A'^ — 4>l2i43 \ \ 
2 4A2A:i ^ 4A2A3 J^J 
f f , (^1 (-42 + A3) _ (Aj —^43) \/Ai — 4i42i43^ ^ 
yV 2 y ^ 4>l2-43 AA2A3 J J 
(5.33) 
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The expression implies: 
fAi(A2 +As) (.42 - .43) x/.4f - 4^2.43 A 
V 2 j 4.42.43 4.42.43 J 
_ _(.4i (.42 -H .43) ^ (.42 — .43) yjAj — 442-43 \ ^  
^ 4.42*43 4-42.43 J 
^4,(.42 + .43) , (•42--43) v/.4'f-4>l2.43y' 
^ 4.42.43 4.42.43 J 
^4I(.42 4-.43) ^ (.42 -.43) 4.42.43 A _ 
4J42-43 4.42.43 / 
-4i (-42 + .43) ^ (.42 — .43) y/ AI — 4.42.43 \ 
4.42.43 4-42-43 J 
- I 
smce 
.4i (.42 4- /I3) (-42 — -43) \/AI — 4.42.43 
4.42.43 4.42.43 
Define the following parameters 
^ _ -4i (.40 -H .43) (.40 — .43) y/A j — 4^42.43 
4.42.43 4J42-43 
J. _ '"^1 (-42 + .43) _ (.42 - .43) y/^i - 4.42^3 
4.42/I3 4j42>13 
The poles of Equation 5.32 are: 
(.42 -t- .43) -i- (>^2 ~ .43) y/^i —1.42^3 \ 
4i42i43 J 
.4i (-42 + -43) 4- (.42 — .43) y/Af 1.42^43 \ 
^2A3 ) 
"2 
— ~''i + ~ 1 of order 1. inside |c| = 1 
_ _ f -41 (Ag + .43) -h (.42 — .43) y/.4f — 4.42.43 \ 
^ 442-43 J 
-3 
/^1 {A2 + >13) + (-42 — .43) \/A'i — 4.42i43\ 
V •»'42^3 ) 
= —ri — \Jr\ — I of order 1. outside |c| = 1 
_ _ f (-42 4- .43) — {A2 — .43) yJAf — 4^42-43 \ 
^ 442^3 j 
( ( A 2  4 -  ^ 4 3 )  —  ( 4 2  —  . 4 3 )  \ / A ^  —  4 A 2 A 3 \  
= —fa + — 1 of order 1, inside [;| = I 
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'^1 (•'^2 "i" -^3) ~ (-^2 — ~ _ 
4A2A3 J 
\ 
'•^1 (-^2 -^3) ~ (•'^2 ~ -43) y/^ ~ 
4-42^43 J 
—r.2 — — 1 of order I. outside |c| = 1 
0 of order n 
(5.45) 
therefore. 
£. .4i(.42-.43)(^^^)+(.4i-.4i)-- dz 
-42-43 
( m - (  
fAiiA^-i-Az) (.42 - .43) v/.4f - 4.42.43 
[ AA2A3 4A2A3 
41 (.42 -^ -43) (-42 - .43) v^.4f - 4.42-43 
4>l2-43 4.42.43 
r [-4i (.42 -  .43) + (-^2 -  -4§) ~ ( j  
f\z< = l -42-43 (- — ~l) (~ — -2) (- — ~3) (~ — -4) i (5.46) 
= / 
^12=1 
-4, (.42 -  -43) + (.42 -  Al) + 
-4. (-42 -  ^3) )  + (-4i -  .4§) 
-42-43 
1 I 
(- — -1) (ci — ^2) (~1 — -3) (~1 — -4) (~2 — ~l) (~ — ~2) (-2 — ~3) (-2 — -4) 
1 1 ,dc 
+• 
(~3 — -l) (-3 — -2) (- — -3) (-3 — -4) (~4 — •:i)(-4 — ~2) (-4 — -3) (- — -4) i 
Using the following series expansions that converges for |~( = 1 
1 ,-1 «= 
— = 7377; = --"'^ 
,-i 
:i/c| < 1 •» l^il < |c| Pole inside unit circle (5.47) 
1=0 
OC 
Pole outside unit circle 




( ~  —  2:1) ( z i  —  Z 2 )  { z i  —  Z 3 )  ( z i  —  C4) (^2 —  ^l) ( -  —  •^2) (22 —  23) (22 —  -^4) 
1 1 
(-3 — -1) (23 — 22) (- — -3) (-3 — -4) (-4 — 2l) (~4 — ^2) (-=4 — -3) (•= — -4) 
, -z2'tz.{Z/Z2Y 
(~1 — ~2) (^1 — Zz) (21 — -4) (^2 — Zi) (22 — 23) (^2 — ^4) 
+ (5.48) 
z-'TZaizzZ-^r 4- -^4-^E"n(~-A-4)' (^3 — ~l) (23 — 22) (23 — 24) (^4 — -1) (~4 — Z2) {Zi — C3) 
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To find the residues, it is enough to find the c ' term in the series expansion of: 
-4i (A2 — A3) f ^ + (-42 — .43) 
-\-n-2 . ,-n\ 





(-1 — -2) (~1 — -3) (-1 — -4) (-2 ~ -1) (-2 — ^3) (~2 — -4) 
( -3  — -1)  ( -3  — ~2) (-3 — -4)  (~4 — -l) (-4 — -2)  (-4 — ~3) 
Depending on n = 0. n = 1. n = 2. or n > 3. the residues are as follows: 
(5.49) 
(5.50) 
for n = 0. the c ' term is as folows: (5.51) 
1 .41 (.42 —  A 3 )  —— • + •  ( A ^  — .4§) Zi .4i (.42 — A3) -2— f- (.42 — .43) C3 
X ; rr—^ ri^ : i ^ 
.42 A3 ( -1  — ~2)  (~l  — -3)  ( -1  — -4)  (-3 — -1)  (~3 — -2) (~3 — -4) 
for n - 1 
Ai (.42 - .43) + Ai (A2 - .43) Y + (.4i - A§) + 
(5.52) 






(~1 — -2) (~1 — -3) (~1 — -4)  (~2 — -1)  (-2 — -3) (-2 — -4) 
+ -
z::o(~-3---')' ^ --;^E:^o(~V-'4)' 
( -3  — -1 )  ( -3  — -2)  ( -3  — -4)  ( -4  — -l) ( -4  — ~2) (-4 — ~3) 
=> The c ' term is as follows: 
Ai (.42 A3) ^ ^3 ^  ^  ^ ^ 
2.42A3 { z i  — Z z )  (~l — Z z )  ( . =  1 —  z ^ )  
Ai (A2 -  A3) ,3 ^  ^  ^2 _  ^ 2)  ^  ^  _ ^ 3)  ^ ,3 ^ (^2 _ ^ 42) 
2.42A3 (.=3 — Ci) {Z3 — Z2) iZ3 — ^4) 
Al (A2 — .43) Cg ' A1 (A2 — A3 ) ' 
4.42A3 (^2 — -1) (-2 — -3) (~2 — -^4) 4A2A3 (C4 — -1) { z ^  —  Z 2 )  (C4 —  ^3) 
for n = 2 
A. (A2 -  A3) + {Al - A§) Al (A2 — A3) ( 1 + , -2  (5.53) ^ + (Al — A3) 2"' 
2A2A3 
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. , -^^'Y.r=o{=/=2r 
(~1 — -2)  ( -1 — -3)  ( -1 — -4)  (~2 — -1)  ( -2 — -^3)  (~2 — -4)  
(-3 — -1) (-3 — -2) (-3 — -4) (-4 — ~l) (~4 — -2) (-4 — ~3) 
the ' term is as follows 
.4i(-42 —.43) ' -r (.4.; — .43) .4i (.42 — .43) —I- (.42 — .43) ' 
2.42-43 (-1 — -2) (-1 —  ~ 3 )  ( - 1  —  - 4 )  2 . 4 2 . 4 3  ( ^ 2  —  ^ i )  (-2 — -3) (~2 — -4) 
.4i (^2 — .43) — i- (.45 — .43) zi -4i (i42 — .43) + {Ao — ^43) ' 
2^2-43 (•:3 — -1) (-3 — -2) (~3 — -4) 2.42-43 (^4 — Ci) (^4 — Z2) (~4 — -3) 
n >3 
.4, (.42 - >13) + {A^ - Ai) 




(~1 --2)(~1 --3)(-l -~4) (-2 — -1) (-2 — ^3) (~2 — -4) 
(-3 — -1) (~3 — -2) (~3 — -4) (-4 — -1) (-4 — -2) (~4 — -3) 
(5.5-1) 
the c ' term is as follows 
^ 
n>3 
.4i (.42 - .43) "" + (.4i - Aj) zr' 
(-1 — -2) (~1 — ~3) (-1 — -4) 
>1. {A2 - .43) + (Aj - Aj) c,—' 
(-2 — -1) (~2 — -3) (-2 — •^4) 
>li (A,  - .43) + (.4i - .42) zr '  
(-3 — ~l) (~3 — ^2) (-^S — ^4) 
^4, (A2 - .43) ^•' " + (.4i - ^2) ,-"^1 
(~4 — ~l) (~4 — ^2) (^4 — 23) 
A slight, but important, generalization of the above case is to find the Fourier expansion of the 
expression arctan ^ expression will make it passible to handle the case when 
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the carriers have equal frequency sp>acing but different phase shifts. The approach is the same as before: 
find the deri\-ative and its Fourier series expansion, and then integrate term by term. 
Beginning with the partial derivative. 
, Csin(02-^1+03) 
arctan I — r (0.00) (x 0 (£?2 — ^1) cos (^2 — "i~ O2) 
Ocos {62 — Oi -i- O3) Osin (62 — -^-03) (—Ssin (^2 — ^>2)) 
A  + Bcos { 8 2  ~ Q \  + o-j) (.4 -i- Bcos { 6 2  — 9 \  -t-Oo))^ 
1 4. ( Csin{d2-ei-\-o^) \ 
V^.4  4 -  S  cos  (02  —Oi +O2) J 
•2 
Ccos (02 — 01 + 03) (.4 -4- B cos(02 — 61 + 02)) -H Csin {0-2 — Ox + O3) (Bsin {O2 —61+ Oo)) 
(A •+• Bcos (02 —01+ 02))^ (Csin (02 — 0i -h 03))^ 
AC cos ( 0 2  —  01 -h 0 3 )  + O COS ( 0 2  — 0 1  -h 0 3 )  B COS ( 0 2  —  01 -h Oj) +  
Csin (02 — 0i -h O3) (Bsin (02 — 0i + 02)) 
.4- -T- Bcos^ (02 — 01 + 02) + 2i4Bcos (02 — 51 4- O2) 4- C^sin^ (02 — 0i +03) 
_  A C  cos ( 0 2  —  0 1  +  O3) -t- B C  cos ( 0 2  — O 3 )  
A ' ^  -t- cos^ ( 0 2  — 0 1  - h  O2) 4- 2 A B  cos ( 0 2  —  0 \  + O2) 4- C ^  sin^ ( 0 2  —  0 \  4- O3) 
A C  cos ( 0 2  — 0 1  4- O3) 4- B C  cos (02 — O3) 
^ ^ 4- cos (2 (g2 - 02)1 ^ COS (02 - -H 02) ^ ~ ~ ^ 
and finding the zeros of the denominator: 
(.4 4-Bcos (02 — ^1 4-02))^ 4-(Csin (02 — ^1 4-c>3))'^ = 0 (5.56) 
-4 4-Bcos(02 — 01 4-O2) = ±iCsin(02 — 01 4-03) 
2.4 4-B[ce'®= 4--"^e-"="2] = 0 
2Az + B[z'^e"='^TClz^e"'^-€'"='=] = 0 
2Az 4- [Be"='- T Ce"='3] 4- Be'"^- ± Ce'''^'^ = 0 
2 , 2Az Be'"^^ ±Ce-"^3 
B e ' " -  C e " ^ i  B e " ^ 3  ~  
( ^ Ce"'^ ) (^Be"^'i ^ Ce"^3 ) 
Be-"^2 ±Ce~"»3 
Be'®3 q: Ce"'3 
A ^ y/A^ — (•ge~"='i ±Ce-^'^3) (J3e"^3 y Ce"^3) f-—\ 
Be""^ ^Ce"^3 (,0-0') 
^ (g2 - C2 y t2gCsin ((^3 - 02)) 
Be^'^2 ^ Ce''^3 Ce'-^s 
_ /I 4- -B'^+C^± i2BCs\n (03-02) 
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produces. 
_ A - y/A^- z2.BC sin (03 - Og) 
~ Be"^^ q= Ce'^a 
(-4 -J- ^ cos (02 — 4- Oo)) (C*sin (^2 — ^)) 
Z-' (Z - Z,} (Z - Z2) {= - C3) (- - --4) 





5(02 -fl) arctan (:r 
C sin {62 ~0\ + 03) 
B cos (^2 — *^2) / 
AC cos (^2 — + <^3) + BC cos (c>2 — O3 ) 
4- B"^ cos2 (02 — O1+ 0^) + 2>lBcos {02 — Oi + 02) + sin {02 — 0i + 03) 
~e"^3 4.;;-le-'<='3 
AC- + £fC cos (p2 — O3) 
-2(r-.-i)(c--2) (C-C3)(--C4) 
+Ce"='3) (Be"='= - Ce'-^a) 
2.4C (::c"='3 4-+4BCcos(o2 -03) 
-2 (c - .-1) (~ _ Z2) {- - ~3) (- - -4) (Se'°= +Ce'^3) (Be'^= - Ce«»3) 
Finding the Fourier coefficients (in this case, the complex Fourier series) 
(5.59) 
Cn — (5.60) 
2' 70 
[ACCOS{02-0I +03) +i3Ccos(c)2 -03)]e'"Cg2-g.jtf(ff^ _g^] 
.42 + B^cos^ {O2 —01+ O2) + 2AB cos {02 — 0i -h O2) + sin^ {02 — 0i •+• O3) 
1 f 2i4C(ce"'3-t-46Ccos(o2 — O3) z^dz 
^ f\z: = i - -1) (- - -2) (- - -3) (~ - -4) (Be'^2 +Ce'03) (j5e'«= - iz 
1 / 2,4C (c'^e"'3 + e-'<='3) + 4cBCcos {02 - 03) 
2- (c _ ;i) (~ _ -2) (c - C3) (- - C4) (Se'». Ce"^3) (Be'^'. - Ce"^3) i 
2AB (c2-"e"^3 -(- c"e-"^3) •!• 4c^-"gCcos (02 - <^3) 










{z — z3) {Z3 — Zi) {Z3 — Z2) (-3 — ^4) (- — 24) (~4 — -1) (-^4 — -2) (^4 — ~3) 
One would use residues to solve this, but first it is necessary to know whether the poles are 
inside the unit circle. Before this is done, a way of relating the expression j'J j ^ 
•4. Oi^  n e e d e d .  T h e  f o l l o w i n g  e q u a l i t i e s  w i l l  p r o v i d e  t h e  n e c e s s a r j '  
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results: 
.42 sin {02 — T-2) *"^3 
3 — 2.42-43 cos {>^2 v^s) \/.'^2 + -^  
.42 COS {62 — "I" T-2) -'^3 (— (^2 — ) ">" 
= .42 sin {^2 ~ 0\. + ^ 2 •*" "2 ) *"^3 sin {62 ~ ) + >'3 "t" ) 
Y'-42 -f- .45 — 2-42.43 COS (^2 "i" 7-3 + ~) X 
(— (®2 — ^l) + 1^3) 
1 ^2 — + ^ 2 ' 
, + .4 COS(- (0  - <>1) + >^3) 
(5.62) 
.43 sin {•^2'^ •r^) ^ ^ 
arctan I — I I 




So. one should use 
/.4i> 4- ^ . cos -^2
. . ~ . - / •43sin ((^2 + V3 + ~) 
1 ( O2 — "IT- y'2 "T arctan ( , , , . J I 
V ' 2 V-42--43COS(v-2 + V3 + ")// 





— yjA2 + A^-i- 2.42i43 COS (1^2 vs) 
= yjAl + Al- 2-42.43 cos {if 2 + >^3) 
A3sin{f2-hfz) Oo — Y^2 ^ 3rct3ri 
O3 = :^3 4- arctan 
(: 




.43 cos {if 2 
>-  \ 




-1.2 = — .4 + A'^ — B'^ -I-C"^ ± i'2BCsin (03 — 02) 
Be"^i ^ Ce"^3 
-3,4 = 
.4- vA^ B'^ + ± i2BCsin (03 — 02) 
Se"»i ^ Ce"^3 
-4f — 4j42i43 cos{f2 •^3)^ 
i2yJ{Al -Alf 
>l2 
l§ COs2 { f 2  + f 2 )  
i + f z )  A3 «=>•" 
.43 COS {f2 + <^3) 
- V ^ i X 
-1  sin {(f2 
arctan : 
A2 — A3 cos 
(5.65) 
_+J£3)__\ 
' i f  2 " ^  ^ 3 )  J  . 
arctan I y/A'i + + 2^12-43COS { f 2  + ^ ^3) X exp |i ^ if2 -
+ .43 — 2i42i43 COS{f2 + fz) + arctan 
/ .43sin(t^2 ^v^a) \] 11 
\.42 +v43COS(!^2 +'^3)/JJ / 
/  . 4 3  s i n  ( < ^ 2 + < , ^ 3 )  M ) 1  





Ai — 4-42V43 cos ((^2 va) ^ i2^^(>42 + *43) — 4^42-43 cos^ 1^2)' 
.43 sin {^2 + ^ 3) (.42 - .43 cos (^,^2 + ^ ^3)) + 
.43 sin (.^2 rs) (-42 + -43 cos (^O + -rs)) 
\J (.42 4- .43 COS (i^o •'r •p^))' + (.43 sin (.^2 +-^3))^ 
^ \J (-42 — -43 COS {^2 >^3)) + (-^3 sin {-fo "i" >^3))* 
\/-42 + -43 4- 2.42.43 COS (y2 ~t~ [-42 -43 COS (y2 ^3) t.43sin (^^2 -rs)! 
(5.67) 
\J(-"^2 + -"Is COS (^2 + -fz))^ sin{^^2 -f" -fz)) 
\/.4:j + .4^' - 2.42.43 COS (^2 [>^2 - -43 cos (i^2 y3) + '-^3 sin (^2 y: 
\/(-42 — -43 cos(y2 + -Pz))^ "f" (-43sin (.^2 "t" •r'3))^ 
^"3)1 ^ 
--4, + 
.4? - 4.42.43 COS (<^2 + -fz) ± 
> x(5.68) 
-1 
£2^(-4i + .4§)* - 4.4§.4§cos2 -+- ',^2)2>l2-43sin (<^2 + ^3) 
^ J\/.42 T" .43 + 2.42.43 cos (^2 >^3) \/^2 ^^3 — 2^42^43 cos (^2 ^3) j 
v / - ^ 3  " t "  2.42-43 cos (t^2 + t'3)c'''" [-42 + -'^3 COS (<^2 "f" '•^3) ~ sin (^2 + ^ 3)] ^ 
1/ Y (-^2 + .43 COS (^2 + -Pz))^ (-^3 (^^2 + 
T \/-40 + ^ 3 — 2^2-43 cos (^2 "t" >^3)^'''" [-42 — -43 COS (.^2 >^3) + 2.43 sin (^2 "f" T-3)] 
1/Y [•'^2 — .43Cos(;^2 + 'Pz))^ + (^3 sin (;^2 -fz))^ 
.4i + y/Af — 4.42.43 COS (yo + ^ 3) ^ £4.42/^3 sin (^2 + ^ z )  
e'-J [.42 + .43 COS (v^a + V3) - '-"^3 sin + 93) ^ (^2 - -43 cos (^2 • f z )  sin {^2 "t" >^3))) 
^ _ Ai 4- v/.4'f — 4.42.436_  . 4 i  +  v / . 4 f  —  4 . 4 2 . 4 3 6  
^  e ' ^ :  2 ^ 4 3 6 " 2 . 4 3 e ~ ' > ^ 3  
_ -41 + \/A'i — 4.42.43e~'(y;~^3) ^ Ai + \/A^ — AAzAze'''-'^-:'-'^^^ 
~ ~ e'-'22A2 ~ e "^2 2.42 
_ .4i — \/A'i — 4.42.436~'('''s~'^3) ^ Ai — y/A^ — 4.42>l3e~'(''2'"'^3) 
e'>=22.43e~'^'':~'^3J 2Aze~"^3 
_ Ai — v/.4'f — 4.42.43e~'(yj~'^3) ^ Ai — y/Aj — 4.42.43e~'(i^3~'^3J 
~ ~ e"^22yl2 ~ e'^2 2>l2 
Since .4, — 4,42.43 > 0. this follows from the assumption that Ai > .42 + .43. Clearly Ci,2 are both 
outside the unit circle. Are the other two inside the unit circle? That is, 
-2 
-3 
^ \2Aze-''^^\ = 2Az AI — yjA'\ — 4.42.436 '(ssj—<iS3) 
Ai — ^A^ — AA2AZ^ < —Ai 4- ^A^ 4- ^A2Az 
It is enough to show that 0 < —Ai 4- \/A^+ 4.42-<43 < 2^43 




^-4^ + 4.42-43 ^ 2.43+ -4i o 
.4^ + 4-42-43 ^ -4^ -r 4.43 4- 4-41-43 
-42 ^ .43 4- -41 •»• 
-42 — -43 ^ .4i <=> 
since -4i > .42 + -43 
-42 — .43 < .4i => 
—-4i + yj.4^ 4- 4-42-43 < 2.43 Q.E.D 
So. tlic zeros ^3,4 are both inside the unit circle. 
B — An + -43 + 2-42-43 cos {^2 "^3) (5.72) 
C = ^A!2 + .43 — 2.42 >13 cos (i^2 + *^3) 
Oo Y'S 3rctsii 
*^3 == ^3 + arctan 
/ -43sin(s:r2-^-'1^3) \ 
\ -42 4- -43 cos { ••f2+ V3) / 
^ -43 sin (.,;'2 4-V3) N 
V-42 - -43 cos (^2 -i- ^3)/ 
yjAl + -4§ -r 2-42-43 COS (,-2 4- ^-3) e.xp |z [^-2 - arctan j | (5.73) 
= [.42 4- .43 cos (c^2 + >^3) - ^Az sin + •r'3)] 
^/.4i 4- .4i - 2-42-43 cos (v-2 + >^-3) exp {f [..-2 +arctan j j | 
= [-42 - .43cos (v2 + ^ 3) + sin (^2 + >^3)! 
(jge"=2 Ce"'^) - Ce"^^) •» e'^24-42 [-43cos (1^2 "t" v^s) " ^'^3 sin (^2 >^3)] (5-"4) 
=- e'^-^^4A2A3e~''-'^-~'^^' 
= 4-42-436*^'^=="''^^ 
Finallv. we have 
{.4i 4- i42 cos (02 — ^1 4- >^2) + -^3 cos (— (02 " ) 4" >^3))^ (5.75) 
4- (A2 sin (02  — 0 \  + V^a) -^3 sin (— (02  — ) 4- V's))^ 
^-2/ Ai 4- \/A'f — 4/12^36"A\ 4- y/Af — 
2>l3e-''^3 " e"^i2.42 ^ 
, Ai-y/A^-4A2A3e-'<-^2~'P3)^^ Ai -  ^A^ - 4A2A3e'^'<-^^^'^^\ .  
^ 2/l3e-'^3 e'^22A2 )^2^ze 
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The expression we want to work with is as follows: 
d f .42 sin (u/i + Oq) +-43 sin (—\ 
du.'t ^ .42 cos + 0 ^ )  •'43 cos (—urf + O3) J  
.4f — .4§ + .41.42cos -f-02) — .4i .43 cos(—-f- 0 3 )  
(.4^ sin Oo) "f" <43 sin (—4- O3)) -+- (.41 -h .42cos -f- On) -I- .43 cos (—jjt -f- O3)) 
therefore, 




(.4i + .42COS (02 — Oi -r ^2) + -43COS (— (02 — 0l) + -rs)) 
•+• (.42sin (02 —0i-h -^2) + -"^3sin(— (02 — 0i) -i- -,^3))^ 
(5.77) 
^ [.4^ — .4§ + .4i.42 (-e"''--t-- — .4i.43 (c + ze (z'c) 
4i + \/A'i —1.42^^3^ ^ ^ .4; -t- v/j4f — 4.42.43e~'^'''i~'^3^ 
(- + .4i - y/A'i — 4.42.43e~'<'^i~''^ 
e''^2 2.4g 




27rt (.4? — .43) - + A 1.42 >41.43 




^ .4i -(- v/.4'f — 4.42-436 ^ .4i 4- \/.4"f — 4i42^3g~'^''-~'''^^ ^ _ 
2.4^6 ~ "''3 
{= + •4i — y/A'i — 4^2-436 ^ .4i — y/A^ — 4.42-43e~'^'^l~'^ 
2.436 - •''s e''^=2.42 
).42-43e'^'^- -^3) 
1 
2Tri (.4? - .45)+ --M. - ,4/"'" 
= 1 , .4i -r \/.4f — 4^42-436 .4i -i- \/A'i — 4.42^36"''^'^="'^^^ , 
2.4-,6-^^; ^ e^^^-2Ao 
(c + •4i-v/-4-f-4.42.43e-C>^.-v-3^ ^ .4, - ^ .4f - 4.42-436-C^-.-v'3j ^ .(^.,-^3, 




2 T X  





(z - -i)(::i - ^2)(-i - -3)(~I - C4).42.43e't^: '^3) 




J\z \  =  l  
(-2 — -l)(- — 22)(.:2 — ~3)(~2 — z^)A2A3e'^-^-! "^3; 




(Z3 — Ci)(23 — 22)(C — ::3)(-=3 — "^3^ 









E~.(^)'| [(.4| - .4i)--4--M. — Ase Aze''^^ — A2e~"^^ .-* '^1 .-k 
2~iZi{Zi - -2)(-l - -3)(~l - ~4).42-43e'(-^: ^=3) 
. o ^  , 2 .  .42^'"'= - .436-"=^ . .43e''--3-.426 
Et=o\^—j (.42 - A3) ; 4-c2.4i .4j 2 ^dz 
'2-iZ2{Z2 — -l)(-2 — -3)(-2 — Z4)A2A3e''-'^-~-^3) 
— .426"'' .426*''^ - .43e~'-^3 
1 *41 • 2 
z'^dz 
Er=o(f)' 
2-iz{zz - -i)(-3 - -2)(-3 - ^4)-42.436'^'== 
(.-1? - .41) . + .'A. r"rf-
z: = l 2-Iz{Z4, - ;i)(-4 - -2)(-4 " -3)-42-43e'('-"2 '^3) 




n > 0  
_ [-|.4i (.426'^- - .436-'^^) I ..j- (^2 - ,42) -3 _ .4^ (.43e'^'3 - .426-"''^) 
(-3 — -l)(~3 — -2)(-3 — Z4)A2Aze^('^^~'^3) 
^ [::^.4i (^26''-'- - .436"''-'^) ^  +  ( A ^ -  A ^ )  Z 4  -  A i  ( A z e ' ^ ^  -  .426"'-''=) |] 
(-4 - -l)(-4 - -2)(-4 - ~3)-42>l3e'^^=~'=3J 
^ [-3-4I (.426'^^ - .43e-'''0 \-^{Al- .4§) zj - Z3A1 (Aae"^^ - .426"'^'^) 
(~3 — -l)(~3 — ~2)(~3 — Z4)A2A3e'('^^~'^3) 
^ [cj.4i (.426'^'^ - .436"'^3) 1 (^2 - ,42) .2 _ .^ 4^ (.436"''^ - Aze-'-^-) 
(~4 - -l)(-4 — ~2)(~4 - C3)-42i43e'(^3-'=3J 
_ -g''^-4i (.426'''^ - .436 '^'3) ^ -h (.41 - .4§) z^ ' - zSAi (.43e'^3 _ .426"'^'-) ^ 
(~3 — -l)(~3 — ~2)(~3 — •:4)-42-43e'^'^2~-^3^ 
~r~'^'4i (.426'-^'= - A3e~'-^3) 1 4. (^2 _ 42^ _ ,n (.43e'^3 - .42e~"'') ^ 




For negative values, it is slightly different for the first two coefficients. Remember that since the original 
function is real, its Fourier transform, and hence its Fourier series expansion, must be complex conjugate 
symmetric. c„ = c-„. For this reason, we do not need to evaluate the c„ coefficients for negative values 
of n. 
/-.rcnf, + \ 
OuJt \  -4i 4- -42 cos {^uJt + 02) -^3 COS (—uJt -h O3) J 
oc oc 
^ c„e~'""' =co4-y^Cne~'""'-i-c-„e' ^xnuit L^c -ro y,r 
n=-oc n=l 
oc 00 
Co + ^c„e~""*'' +c„e-'""' = cq 4- 2 ^ real {cne~'""'} 
n=:l n=l 
oc 




( . 4 2  s i n  { u j t  - t -  O o )  4 -  . 4 3  s i n  ( — u i t  +  O 3 )  \  
-4i + A2 cos +02)+ -43 cos {—.jjt 4- 03) J 
9 
\Cn I sin (—TUJt + ZCn ) + c 0 < u/f < 2" ^  
n 
n= 1 
( - 4 2  s i n  { j j t  - h  O 2 )  H "  - 4 3  s i n  ( — - t -  0 3 )  \  
-4 J -f- A.2 cos -f- O2) -43 cos (—u/t -f- O3 ) J 
DC 
c-f- — ^ |c„|sin {n^'t — Zcn) — c^jcos(rz-)sin (n^'t) 
^ n = l 
2 
c-f- — Icnl sin (nu.'t) cos (Zc„) — |cn| cos(nu,'i) sin (Zc„) — cq cos(n7r)sin {nu:t} 
n 
n = l 
2 






Using the expressions for the ix>les: 
_ .4i yjAf — 4.42-436 _ Ai -h \/-4f — 4.42.436" 
e''^: 2.436"2.43e~"^3 (5.85) 
.4i -t- v/.4f — .4i + \/A^ —L42j43e~'C'^i-'^3) 
7:^ 
_ .4i — y/A'f — 4.42.436_  . 4 i  —  y/Ai — 4^2-'^3g~'^'^-~'^~ 
^ 2.436"'^•^i~'^3) 2/^36"'''3 
_ Ai — y/A'i — 4.42.43e~'^'''j~''=3) _ -4i — v/.4'f — 4yt2.436~'^'^j~''3) 
e'^2 2.42 6"^2 2.42 (5.87 
To find the value of c. one can either solve for some suitable value of ^ or use the series expansion and 
find its DC term 
(.43/^2)'" sin ((n — k)02 — (5.88) 
with 
O i  = 0  ( 5 . 8 9 )  
O3 = —uJt 4- c^3 
Or = ^^^(A3/A2)'"sin{in-k){ujt + if2) + f^(-'^ + '-fi3)) (5-! 
oc n ^ ^ \ 1 ^ \ 
=  - 5 E (  ~~Ai) n ijcJ sin ((n - 2k) jjt + (n- k) <^2 + k^^) 
[sin ((n — 2k) uit) cos ((n — k) if2 + kifj) + cos ((n — 2A:) urt.) sin ((n - k) 1^2 + ^ ^3)] 
42 
The DC term is found by summing all the of terms for which n — 2k — 0. 
(5.91) 




1 ( .42 sin (u-'i + 02) +-43 sin (—\ j , 
c = — I arctan I — ; r— ; : ; r I a^'t 
2- Jo V1 + ("^ + <^2) + cos (—-•t -i-03) J 
cg~'.4i (.42e''-'3 - .43e-'-3) ^ + (.4§ - .4§) eg'' - ;g.4i (.43e'-'3 - .426"'^'^) ^ 
(~3 — ~l)i~3 — ~2)(-3 — •:4)^2-43e'^''3~'^3^ 
-4"''-4, (.426'-^ - .43e-'--3) ^ + (-4i - .4i) - .42e--'2) ^ 
( - 4  -  -  ~ 2 ) ( ~ 4  -  ^3 ) > l 2 - 4 3 e ' ^ ^ = " ^ 3 ^  
~ 3  [-3'4I (-426'^- - .43e"'^3) 1 -)- (.42 - A j )  Z 3  - Ai (.43e'>-'3 - AQC'''^) 
.44 




Where .4.4 and BB are given by: 
.4.4 = 
BB = 
4i + y/A'j — 4.42436 Ai — v/.4^ — 4.42.436-'<->^2-V:3) 
2^436"' e''^2 2.436 -'^•^2~>ii=3) 
-•ll + •\/.4i — 4,42.43e-'('>=2 -v-3; v4i — •v/.4'f — 4.42.436"'(''2-'^3^ 
e'''2 2.42 e''^2 2^436" '(''2—>=3) 
.4i — y/A'i — 4.42-43e~'^''2 -4i — \/A'f — 442.436"'('='2-V=3) 
e'^i2-42 e''^22.43e-'^^2~v!3) 
.4i -+- y/A'f — 4.42-436"'^'=2 —>^3) •^1 — \/A'f — 4j42-436-'^>=2-V3) 
e"^2 2^36 ~ '^'^2 ~^3) e'^22.42 
^4, + \/A'^ — 4A2A3e~''-'^2 -^53) — \/.4'f — 4.42436~'('^2-v:3) 
e''=i2-42 e'^i2-42 
.4i — v/i4f — 4.42.43e~'^'''3~^3^ .4i — y/A^ — 4.42.43e~'^>'j~'''3~ 
n>0 
)i42j43e'^'^= 
e''^2 2-43e~'^'^3~'^3^ e''^3 2.42 
_ ~3 [^^1 - .43e-'^3) 1 4. (.42 - .4§) Z3 - Ai (.43e'^3 - Aie''-^^) 
CC 
- 4  \ - 4 ^ i  ( - 4 2 6 * ^ ^  -  4 3 e ~ " ^ 3 )  I  - I -  -  ^2) -  . 4 ,  ( . 4 3 e " ' = 3  -  . 4 2 e ~ " ^ = )  
DD 
Where CC and DD are given by: 
e''^2 2A3e~'^'^2~'i'i) 
.Ai -h \/A^ — AA2A3e~^^'^2^'^-i) ^ Ai — y/Aj — 442-436" 
e*'^'22Ai e»'^32v43e-»('^2-'.!'3; ^ 
(5.94) 
"^2 /l2
Ax - yJA\- 4A2A3e~'<^'^^^-^3) _ Ai - - 4>t2^3e-'^'^3~'''3J Kvi-VaJ 
e"^22-42 e'^22>l3e-'('^2-^'^3) ' ^ 
43 
DD = ( Ai -h y/Aj — 4 ^ 2 ^ 4 3 6 . 4 i  —  v / . 4 f  —  4A2A3e~''-^2~^ 
e"»'i 2.436 ~ J 2.42 
2V/.47 — 4.42.43e~'t'^^~'''3^ ^ 
e"^=2.42 






•2. .4oe''== - .436 . ,,5 ^2^ , .43 e'""3 - .426 




^ (.41 - ^g) 2 2 
FF 
Where EE and FF are given by: 
e'^=2.43e~'<^''2-'^3).4j ^ e''^22j43e~'^^2-'^3J V-^i ~ 4>l2'43e~'^'^2—^3) 
EE = 
—e"^-2A2Ai +e'^^2A2\/Aj — 4.42.436" •^•^2—^3) 
.42.43e'^'^j~'''3.' 2v/.4'f — 4^12-436 ~'C^i~^3 J 
e'^:2.42e"^j2.436 e''^22.43e '^'^:~''^3Je«''S22.42e"^i2.436~'('^i~'^3) 
e''^i2.43e~'^'^i~'^3)^j — 6'''=2i43e~'^'^3~'^3; ^,42 _ 4^42.43e^'('^3—•'s) 
—6 '•^= 2.42 -41 + 6 •'=3 2.42 V-^i — 4.42>l3e~'^'^2-'^3^ 
FF = 
e'^-2A2\/A'i — 4.42^36"'(^="'^3^ _e''=:2.43e '^'^2-^3>.4i 
-r.4i6'-^:2.42 + e''^2 2.436~'('^3~'^3J y/,42 _ 4,42.43e-'('^2-'^3) 
2\/A'i — 4.42.43e~'^''j~^3) .42j43e'^'^2~'^3) 
e'-^22.43e '(^2~'^3Je'''22.426"^22.42 e'-^22.436"'^'^2~'^3}e"^2 2/l2 
e''^=2.42.4i — e"^22j42 —l>l2-43e~'^'^2~*^3-' — 6*^22.43e~'^^2~'^3^.4j 
Cn — 
n>0 
-i-6'^22.43e '<••^2-^3) — 4j42-43e-'Cv:2-s;3> 






A2e"^^ — .436 "•'3 
2 + (Al - Al) Z4 - Ai 
.436 "^3 _ ,42e "^2 
HH 
Where GG and HH are given by: 
[i436~"^3 _ ,42e"^2] -i- Ase'^'^^yyA^ — •lA2A3e~^'-'^2^'^3) GG = j. 
+e"^2 A2 \/Ai - 4A2A3e-'(-'^2-^'^3) 




^.4i [.436-''^3 _ A2e''^^] - Ase-'^^^Af - 4^2^3e*'(^2*V3) •+• e^'^^Az^A^ - 4A2A3e-'(.'^2^'^3)'j 
44 
/ / / /=! I [e^-^-Az — Aje -i-e"^^A2\/A'i — 4.42>43e~'^^2~'^3^ -.436 "'•^3 \/A'i — 4.42-43e-'^'^2-'^3) 
'Zy/A'f — 4A2A3e~^^-^^~'^3) .42-436'^'^^ ""'a) 
2-436'^'^= "''3).426''^-2-42 2-436'^"^:"''3),42 
^.4t [e'''=.4o — .43e~''^3j — e'-^- A2\/A'i — 4,42>i3e~'^''-~^3^ + y/A'f — 4-42.43e~'t-^2-'^3^^ 




2 < Aoe'-^- — .43e"'' 
-3-4i 2 + (-^2 ~ -"^s) -3 — Ai 
4e''^i.42.4§e"'^3 
y/A'i — 4-42.43e~'^'^:~''3) 
j^.4i [.436' 3 — ,42e'''=] + e''^-A2\Z4f~^^'4A2A3r~^t^i~^ 
^^.436 ~ "'^3 ^-4f — 4A2A3€~'^'^^~'^3) 
(5.97) 
b.4, + (Ai - .41) - .4,42f"" -
2 1 4e'*2.42-436'^^- '^3) y/A'f —L42i43e~"^'^2~'^3) J 
1 .4i [e''^=.42 — .436 '^3] 4- ,436 — 4>l2^ e'-^^A2\/Ai — 4A2A3e-''--^2—^3) l2 1 l3e —C^2-V»3)| -2 * 
After going through these tedious exercises, it becomes apparent it is much easier to take the Fast 
Fourier Transform of the received phase and simply check what the terms are. On the other hand, it is 
useful to have some analytical expressions, which are fairly easy to calculate on a computer, that show 
I he complex relation between the amplitudes and the phase ofEsets. 
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6 UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION 
Uniqueness of the solution 
Before working on a problem, it is good to know if a unique solution exists, i.e.. is the problem well 
posed? If there sire multiple solutions or f>erhaps infinitely many solutions, it might be futile to look for 
a solution. This Chapter will argue that there is a unique solution to the problem, provided the phases 
are bandlimited. The argument is based on the assumption that the nonlinear operations given by 
Equations 6.5 and 6.6 will indicate an increase in bandwidth. The way the problem is formulated, the 
received signal Sr is the sum of three signals. Si, S2. and S3, which all have the same phase bandwidth. 
It is therefore obvious that a solution exists. But is the solution unique? 
.-Assume that there are two sets of solutions Sj.Sa.Ss. and S1.S2.S3 such that 
S r  =  S i S 2 - f - S 3  ' ^ 6 . 1 )  
Sr = Si -r S2 + S3 
This implies that 
0 = Si — Si S2 — S2 + S3 — S3. (6.2) 
Since it has been shown that the amplitudes can be found and there is only one unique solution to that 
problem, the amplitudes of Si and Si are the same. This implies that 
S, - S, = 2.4. sin { ^ ^-7^ ) /2 (6.3) 
Xoie that the bandwidth of the phase of Sj — Sj is the same as the phases of Sj, or Sj. Rewrite 
Equation 6.2 as follows: 
Si + S2 — S2 4- S3 — S3 = Si (6.4) 
and it is clear that Si is just Si plus two extra terms, namely, Sj — S2 and S3 — S3. Then, 
^2 sin sin -9 A + .43 sin sin - fli) 
61 = 01 +arctan-3 —: ^ \-l—L v 1 i (5 5^ 
-^+>l2sin (^if^)cos + >13sin cos -61) 
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and since the bandwidths of — Oi^ and j are the same as the bandwidth of 
fliand sin _ 0^^ has a bandwidth that is as niany times wider than that of di as its modulation 
index, and arctan is a nonlinear continuous function, it can be assumed that the bandwidth of 0i is 
greater than that of 0i. This is a contradiction; therefore, the solution is unique. If .4i > 2 (.42 + -43). 
then the series expansion. Equation 5.LI. from the previous chapter can be used, implying that the 
bandwidth of 0i is greater than that of 0i. The same applies to the other phases as well, so the 
previous equation . 6.5. can be generalized to read: 
f .4, sin (4^) si„ 
0p = 0p-i- arctan y 7 :7T 7 (6.6) 
.4,/2 + 5:.4,sin cos ^^+^+3 _j 
]*P 
The argument that the bandwidth of 0p must be wider than that of Op can now be extended to the case 
of more than three interfering signal. The reason it is assumed that the non-linear function arctan(i) 
results in a widening of the spectrum of x is simply that this is something that is hard to prove. It 
is well known that non-linearites does cause a widening of the spectrum: however, this does not mean 
that this always happens. One fairly strong argument for the assumption that the sjsectra of 0p is wider 
than Op. is that Equation 6.6 can at some instances be approximated as: 
Op - sin (- Op 
j=i j*p 
Aj sin [Oj -0j^ 
j=i j»=p 
<< Ap (6.7 
In this expression it is clear that the spectrum of 0p is wider than that of 0p ,  but since the expression 
is not always valid it is not possible to conclude that the spectrum of is spread comp>ared to that of 
Or,. 
Stability of the solution 
It is paramount to know if the solution is stable, i.e.. if there is a small p>ertubation. will this lead 
to e%'er increasing errors? If the solution would be unstable, it would be futile to find it because any 
noise would cause the separation process to diverge. This part will show that if the three (or more) 
signal are approximately known then the following procedure will converge to the true signals: Create 
an estimate of the ith signal's phase by subtracting the other signals from the received signal and filter 
the phase of this residue to create an estimate of the ith signal's phase. Use this estimated phase and 
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the amplitude of the zth signal to create an estimate. of 5,. Repeat the procedure for the next 
signal, etc. 
.•\ssume that the solution has been found and that a small p>ertubation. . is added to any of 
the signals. To make the arguments that follow a bit more mathematically stringent, it can be assumed 
that is bounded and has compact support. It is not necessar\- to assume that 
. albeit a sufficient assumption, because one might want to allow the p>ertubation to initially have 
discontinuities. In the last case, the assumption that the function hcis compact support is essential 
because this implies boundedness. .Assuming the error term to be small compared to the Tth signal, 
the introduced phase error is approximated by: 
Note that this error is independent of i. which is ver>- important, since this implies that not doing 
anything to the error will not cause any extra damage (at least in the immediate future). This is not 
the case when the error term is large because then the error in the estimate can be larger than the 
pertubation. 
Because the term sin(fle — &%) has. by assumption, a greater bandwidth than 0 ^  — 0 , .  this follows 
from the assumption that sin(^,) has a wider bandwidth than 6i, the filtering of the phase signal will 
suppress this error term. Assuming the filter's impulse response to be continuous, the filtered error 
terms will also be continuous. So. estimating the phase of 0i will suppress the phase error, resulting 
in a new error term that is smaller than the previous one (in the norm. i.e.. in the mean squared 
sense). The estimate of the phase of the next signal will further decrease the error. The conclusion is 
that any small pertubation will thus be iteratively suppressed until it is eliminated, i.e.. convergence in 
the L~ norm. Therefore, the solution is stable. The convergence must be p)ointwise, because of the fact 
that for continuous functions on compact sets the convergence in L"^ norm, assuming convergence to a 
continuous function, implies convergence in the L°° norm. 
= 4^sin(0e-<?,)-t-e ||e|| «:-4. 
-
(6.8) 
This will result in an error given by: 
(6.9) 
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7 SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR ITERATIVE SEPARATION 
Necessary error suppression 
Tliis chapter will show which conditions are necessary' for separation and also some sufficient condi­
tions. 
If Si has phase ^jand Sie^c phase ffiesf both having amplitude .4i. then it follows from simple 
geometry" that: 
|5'i-Si„,| = 2.4isin^-^^^—("1) 
.A. sufficient condition for separation is that §2 dominates in the signal Sr — 5ieat. This implies: 
|Si — S'lcf-i-Sal < IS2I. (7.2) 
•More e.xplicitly; 
[.4i (1 -cos(0i„« — ^^i)) -(-.43cos(03 —Oi)f -r (7.3) 
[-.4i sin - 6 i )  + .43 sin (^3 - )]^ < A%. 
It is tempting to say that this is a necessary condition, and it is if one chooses to use the method of 
cascaded estimators. In that case, the estimated signal is subtracted from the received signals and then 
it is assumed that the second (weaker) signal dominates. For that case, the above condition is necessary: 
however, there might be other ways of doing the separation. Geometrically the equation can be seen 
as a circle of radius Ai (Figure 7.1) centered ax. {Ai + Az 005(63 — 0i) ,-43 sin (^3 —0i)). Before solving 
this inequality, we w^ill use the triangular inequality to get 
~ •S'leaf + -SBI < |-5i — .Sieael -}- IS3I . (7.4) 
A sufficient condition is thus 
|5i-S,„,| < |52|-|53l=> (7.5) 
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.4i \/'2 — 2 cos i&ieat — ) — -4 12 jsin ^^^ j < An — -43 
sin( 2 
A-2 — A3 
2.41 
cos{9ie,t -0l) > ^ ~ ~^47^) 
-Oi < arccos ~ ^ ^ 
\0 l e s t  -0,1 < 2arcsin • 
This simple criteria is, in most cases. ver>- conserNative, since it implies that there can be no error when 
.42 = .43. .A.n alternative solution can be found by making use of the geometric prop>erties. (see Figure 
7.1). This figure shows the residue of Si + S3 — Siest whose absolute value must be less than .42- The 
critical angle when this happens is Ot-
Figure 7.1 Geometric interpretation of the estimation problem. 
|Si + S3 — Sieaf i = A2 implies that 0t is found from 
= A^-hAl- 2AiAu cos (0„), 
where 




Finally. Oieat is given by 
Old = ^1+ arctan 
f  A z s i n ^ O j — O i )  \  
\ -4i -f- -43 cos (03 — Oi)) ± arccos 
-.4| 2.4f -t- A3 + 2-4i .43 cos (^3 — ^1) 
2-41 Y/-4f + .43 + 2-4i.43 cos(^3 — 61) 
Odd function of d^^B\ Even function of 6z^^\ 
(7.8) 
Iti this expression, it is important to know which of the two solutions should be used. From Figure 7.1. 
it is seen that the first solution (the difference) should be used when O-^ < Ou and the second solution 
I the sum) if 02 ^ 0u-
What one wants to find is the minimum error suppression needed to ensure that the filtered received 
phase is sufficiently close to the phase of the stronger signal (Si). Two entities that are of interest, 
namely, the ratio {0r — 0i) / (^lest — ^i). where Oieat is such that it guarantees that the residual signal 
is dominated by S2. The second entity of interest is — 0ieat-
.Assume the filtered phase 0ie3t i s  0i + (Or — 0i) / 3 .  where 3  can be seen as the necessary error 
suppression. To satisfy E]quation 7.2. 3 must be sufficiently large. A critical value is when: 
0x = arcsm 
f  -.4i.43sin(^3 - 0 1 ) (.4^ - 2.4^ - .4§ - 2.4i.43cos{ 6 3  - 0 x ) )  ,  \  
2 (.4t + 2.4?.43Cos(ff3-gi) +.4f.4i^) ~ 
(.42 + AI.43COS(03 - 0 x ) )  V'4^4"f.4i - ((.42 - A§) - 2Ai.43Cos(03 - 0i))* 
2 (.4-} + 2.4^43 cos { 0 2  - 0 i ) +  A \ A l )  )  
( \ 
<=> — arcsm 
,42 sin (^2 — ^i) -f- .43 sin (^3 — 
(-4i -f- -42 cos {0*2 — ) ^" -^3 COS (^3 — )) "f-




-.4,.43sin{ 0 3 - 0 1 )  (-4^ - 2.4? - .4§ - 2A,.43Cos( 0 3 - 0 i ) )  ,  
2 (.4-} -t- 2.4?.43 cos {03 - g,) -r .4?.4;^) ^ 
(-4 J + .4i .43 cos (^3 
'1 ^ ^ 
42 - ((.42 - .4§) - 2^1.43 cos (03 - 0,)f 
2 (At + 2A?A3cos{ 0 3  - 0 i ) - h  A i A i )  
0 2 - 0 1  
0 3  —  0 1  
(7.10) 
arcsm ( .42sin (02 — ) + .43 sin {03 — 0i) 
.42 .42 4~ .42 + 2.41 -42 cos {02 — 01 ) "f" '2A1A3 cos {03 — 01)4- 2A2 A3 cos {02 — 03) 
( -Ai A3 sin (03 - 0x) {Al - 2.42 - Aj - 2Ai A3 cos (03 - 0,)) ^  \ 
1 
arcsm 
2 (Af + 2A? A3 cos (03 - 01) -(- A?A^) 
(.42 + A, A3 cos(03 - 00) ^ ?A2 - ((.42 - A2)2 _2AiA3Cos(03 -00)' 
2 (Af + 2.4? A3 CCS (03 - 0,) + .42 A§) 
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The next step is to find the maximum \'alue of as a function of 02 and 63, which could be obtained by 
taking the deri\-ative with respect to 02 ^3- Heaver, it is possible to avoid taking the first deri\'ativ'e. 
Note that in the expression, the numerator is the received phase and the denominator is independent 
of 0-2. By examining Figure 7.2. it is obvious that the maximum 3 as a function of 02 occurs when S-2 is 
orthogonal to the received signal (Sr). If |Si + S3I < ISaj. the maximum happens when 0-2 = —0r. In 
thi-s case, the received signal cannot be orthogonal to 52: however, if one assumes that ,4i > .40 -t-.43. 
then .4i — .4:) > .40 and |Si + S3I < 1521 will never happen because of the triangular inequality. 
Figure 7.2 The received signal. 
In the case when the signals S2 and Sr are orthogonal, 
an f 1 f Ai Azcos{0z — 0i)\ 02—01 = — — arccos ( arccos f j (7.11] 
02 — 01 = arccos -.42 
arccos 
\/(-4i 4- .43 cos(03 —0i))^ + (.43sin {03 — 0i))^, 
-4i + .43 cos {03 — 0i) 
, (-^1 -43 cos(^3 — 0i))^ + (j43sin(03 — 0i))^ 
(7.12) 
= arccos| —A2 
\/'AJ~^~A2~^'2Ai'A3'C^S'{03~—'WI) •arccos I 
Ai + .43 cos (03 — 
y/ Af -i- A'^ +2A1A3 cos 
»l) \ 
( 0 2 - 0 1 )  J  
or 
02 —01 = 
52 
— arcsin(,/l —i 2 1 (7.13) 
(.4i + .43COS(03 - + (-43sin(03 - «i))V 
. I , (.4i+.43Cos(03 - 0i))' 
arcsm «/1 
(.4i -i- .43 cos (03 —  6 1 ) ) '  +  (.43sin {62 — ))" 
. / /.4f-.4.2+.4^ + 2.4,.43COS (03-^1) \ , . ( A^smiO^-Oi) \ 
= — arcsm i / rn——: — | -r- arcsin I —, • ,1^:^=^ I . 
yV .4, + .45-r 2.4i-43 cos (03 — 01 ) J ^-*^1 -"^3 COS (03 - 01) J 
(7.14) 
This also implies 
//I n 1 ^ -"^2 \ • f .43 sin (03 — 01) \ 
ma.x (Uf> — 0,) = arclan 1 — : — ) 4- arcsin I —, • . ) . 
V.4i-!-.43Cos(03 — 0i)y "f" •+* 2-41.43 cos (03 — 0i) y 
(7.15) 
Then 




r n  n  \  —-42-43 sin (03 — 0i ) 4- (.4i -f- .43 COS (03 — 0i )) \J (.4f + A^ + 2.41.43 cos (03 — 01) — .4.2) 
.4; + .4§ + 2A,.43Cos(«3-e,) • 
(7.17) 
.•\ssuming that the phase of ^2 is the worst possible, meiximizing with respect to (02 — 0i). gives the 
needed error suppression as follows: 
arctan 
^(03 -0l) = 
f .43 sin (03 - 01) ^ ___ f ;42 \ 
V.4i -r-.43cos(03 -0i)y v/.4f-(-•4^-4-2.4I.43COS(03 -tfi) / 
ma.x(0;-eo / .43 sin (03 — 01) \ /—/In + 2.4? + A? + 2.4I.43 COS(03 — 0i) \ 
arctan I — — — ) 4- arccos —, . ' , 
V-4i+.43Cos(03-0,)/ 2.4i y/Ai 4- Ai + 2AiAz cos (03 - 0i) J 
(7.18) 
I spent many hours tr>'ing to find a clever way of actually finding the maximum value but in vain. 
It is easy to find the maximum with respect to (02 — 0i)r but it is beyond my capability to find the 
maximum with respect to (03 — 0i). Taking the derivative of Equation 7.18 is easy, but setting it equal 
to zero results in a highly complicated equation. Fortunately, it is easy to find the maximum using a 
computer. 
.A^n alternative way of finding the error suppression (sufficient but overly pessimistic) is as follows: 
.\Ia.x phase error is 
max (Or - 01) = arcsin - ('19) 
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The sufficient condition for the acceptable error is 
ffiest -01 < 2arcsin ^ ' (~20) 
arcsin 
3< \ (7.21) 
2 arcsin I 
Therefore. 
(  A 2 - A 2 \  
V 2.41 J 
is a sufficient condition for the error suppression. In the case when -4i .42 + .43 
j«4l±4i (7.22) 
Ao — .43 
and when .4] = A2 -r -43, 
J 1^ ~ A2 -t- .43 
. f  .42 -.43 ^ - 2 A , - A z  ' 
.More generally, since > arcsin(x) > x > 0. 
. Ao -h A3\ . (Ai + .43 \ .42 -I- >13 
arcsin ( ; I arcsin ( ; 1 1 
3 <  d l  Z _ <  k  di 1 < 1  dj (7.24) 
. f A2 — .43 ^  .42 — .43 .42 — .43 2 .42 — .43 2 arcsin I —— I ; ; 
V 2.4i J .4i .4i 
Still, when .42 is close to .43. the ralue gets very large. 
The major problem not addressed here is that when filtering the received phase one can only guar­
antee suppression in the mean squared sense {L' norm) while the necessarj- and sufficient requirements 
are essentially in the norm. 
Using the amplitude information 
The received amplitude does provide information about the phase of the strongest signal. Only 
looking at the received phase obviously discards this information. For example, when the received 
amplitude is either Ai -i- -42 + Az or Ai — -42 — j43, all of the phases are known. Using the received 
amplitude, it is possible to give the range of the phase of Sj. Similar to the case of only two signals, 
there is still an ambiguity about the range that can be eliminated provided that it is p>ossible to tell 
whether the phase error is positive. For a graphical illustration, see Figure 7.3. In this figure, it 
is assumed that the phase error is positive. The phase difference (error) between Si and SR must 
be in the range ®ni«x]i otherwise 5i -4- S2 + ^3 cannot add up to SR. Note that the difference 




Figure 7.3 The maximum and minimum phase error as a fuction of the received 
amplitude. 
^min — ^max => 01 = ±^„in. This is what one would expect as in the limit when .43 —»0. the problem 
becomes that of separating two signals. It has already been shown that in this case, one can separate 
the signals using the law of cosines. The method approaches that of separating two signals. 
The idea is to use as the first estimate of Si's phase, the "average" of • The bounds on 
the phase errors are given by the law of cosines: 
Om\n — arccos—s^ ('.2o) 
2 A ft AI 
2AfiAi 
The maximum difference between the two angles happens when Ar = Ai —^12 + ^ 3- This is seen by 
noting that the minimum occurs when the vectors of length A^ + .43 and A^ — Aj in Figure 7.3 are in 
phase. From the same figure, it is clear that the difference between the angles increases when moving 
away from this point. Hence, the maximum occurs when flmin = 0, which corresponds to the two cases 
= .4i — A2 + j43 and Ar = Ai + .42 — j43, for which: 
= arccos ~ (7.26) 
2{Ai- A2 + AZ)AI ^ '  
-^1 + M2 — -^3)^ — 2J4I {A2 — Aj) + A^ — {A2 + ^43)^ 
2 { A ^ - A 2 - ^ A 2 ) A I  
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2-4? — -L42-43 — 2Ai (-42 — A^) 
= arccos — — . . . 
2 (-4i — .42 -r -43) -4i 
„ (-4i -i-.42 —-43)^ 4-.4f — (-42 -r .43)* 
= arcco, (•-'•) 
.4f -i- (.42 — .43)' + 2-4i (-42 — .43) + -4'f — (-42 -r- -43)' 
= arccos —7-; . , , 
2 (-4i -r -42 — .43) .4i 
2-4? — 4-42-43 + 2-4i (-42 — -43) 
=  a r c c o s  —  
2  (.41 + - 4 2 - - 4 3 )  .4, 
Which of the two angles is the greatest? Consider: 
2-4f — 4-42-43 — 2-4i (-42 — -43) 2-4f — 4-42-43 + 2-4i (-42 — .43) 
arccos — —— ^ arccos — —— (<.28) 
2 (-4i — -42 4- -43) Ai 2 (-4i + .42 — -43) .4i 
c=-
2-4? - 4^2-43 + 2-4i (.42 - -43) ^ 2A? - 4^2-43 - 2.4, (.42 - .43) 
2(.4,+-42 --43)>l, > 2(yl,-.42 + -43)-4I 
-4? - 2A2A3 4- -4i (-42 - -43) ^ -4? - 2-42-43 - Ai {A^ - A3) 
(.4i + -42 — -43) ^ (-4j — -42 4- -43) 
-4i (—-42 + -43) — 2-42-43 (—J42 + *43) + .4i (-42 — -43) (—-42 + -43) ("-29) 
^ -4i (+.42 — .43) — 2-42-43 (+-42 — ^3) + -4i (.42 — -43) (—-42 + -43) 
2.42-43 (-42 - .43) $ -4? (-42-.43) (7.30) 
2-42-43 ^ -4? 
Once more, using of the assumption that -4i > .42 + -43 gives 
.4? > (.40 + .43) = J42 + 2-43-42 + .4| ^  ("-31) 
-4? > 2-43-42 
Therefore, the maximum angle is as follows: 
2-4? - 4^12^43 - 2.4, (.42 - .43) 
"max — arccosj / A « , A \ A ) 
2 (>li --42 +- 4 3 ) -4i 
-4? — 2^42-43 — Ai (.42 — /I3) 
= arccos 
{ A i - A 2 - h A 3 ) A i  
The next question is what is the range of angles for ^2? This turns out to be an easy problem- The 
meiximum angle difference occurs when S, and S3 are in pheise-
max (02 - Or) => (7.33) 
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(.4i-ri43)* — -i-Aq-i-2AfiA2CO6{02 —0 R )  
c o s { 0 2 - s r )  =  A%-i -Al - {A,  4 - .43 )^  
2.4fl,42 
The minimum value happens when, provided that ^4/? < -4i — -43 + A2. 
m i n ( ^ 2 — ( ~ - 3 4 )  
(.4i — .43)" = .4^ + .45 + 2ArA2 cos {02 — 0r) => 
mm (02 - 0 r )  =  arccos ( ^ 2.4a.4. )  " | 2 .4 1  ^  ^  
min{ 0 2  - « r )  =  0  ;  |  |  >  ^  
For the separation process to work, it is required that: 
|Si — Sliest + < -42 (7.35) 
Because of the fact that 6^ € the previous condition can only be guaranteed to hold if: 
l^i — Si.eatl < -42 — -43 (7.36) 
Choosing the estimate of 0i to be Oi^st = . will minimize the ma.ximum error. Using the 
previous results, the meiximum of error. 9i —0ie3t' happens when 
A\ - 2-42-43 - .4, (.42 - .43) 
Ol — 0lesC — " (-4i - -42 + -43) -4, 
|5'i-Si.„t| = 2-4, sin 
The requirement that: 
2 2 
/ -4? — 2-42-43 — -4x {A2 — A3) 
arccos—' 





l-S^I — •S'l.eatl < J42 — -43 
/arccos - ^>^2^3 - A, (yt2 - ^3) \ 
(^1 ~ -42 + Az) A\ 
\ 
/'arccos +-^3 (^i - 2-42) 
(-41 — i42 4- ^43) i4i 
(7.38) 
•42 — -43 
2.41 




Using the identity. 
sin 
cos (x) (7.40) 
Equation 7.39 can be written as the algebraic equation: 
\ 
1 4- A: - 2.42.43 - .4, (.4-, - .43) (-4i — -42 + .43) .4i 
2 
1 J. /i, . ~ -•42-43 ~ '41 (.42 — .43) 
-42 — .43 ^ 
2.4, 
(7.41) 
z  ^ \ ^ 2 '  2  ( - 4 , - . 4 2 + . 4 3 ) . 4, 
Since the order of the equation is more than three, it is not meaningful to tr>- to solve it anal>^ically. 
Instead, it is better to solve it numerically and plot the maximum allowable value of ,43 as a function 
of .4i. Because the equation can be rewritten in terms of A^jAi and Az/A\, it is also in this case 
convenient to normalize with respect to .4i. so one can again assume that -4, = 1 without loss of 
generality. 
Plotting Equation 7.39 (Figure 7.4) shows that the third signal must be fairly small compared to the 
second signal to ensure that the second signal does indeed dominate, once the estimate of the strongest 
signal is subtracted from the received signal. The plot shows that there is a mtiximum occurring for 
.42/.4i Si 0.7. .A.n alternative way to estimate the initial phases is to use the criteria that if the received 
amplitude. .4r. is in the range [.4i — .42r.4i -I-.42]. chose and S-z such that Sr = + S2est- This 
will guarantee that |Si •+• S2 — Si^st — •S'2e5t| = .43. This idea has not been pursued any further. 
Maximum error 
slightly different way to look at the problem of sejaarating the three signals is to see what range 
the signals can be within (see Figure 7.5). If the signals S, and are outside the regions marked by 
the thick line in Figure 7.5. the difference will be either greater or less than .43. This can also be seen as 
the range for the cosine of the maximum difference between the estimated phase and the received phase 
for ilie three signals. For most cases, one cannot say an\thing about the phase of the weakest signal. 
The bound on cos{9icst—0 r) is the one given by Equation 7.25. Similarly the bounds on cos{62e3t—0 r) 
are given by (see Figure 7.5) 
(•4i i: ^ 3)^ = A r^  + A2 -i- 2ARA2Cos(02ett ~ r^) (7.42) 
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Figure 7.4 Maximum allowable \-alue of ,43 as a function of .42, Ai assumed 
to be unity, to ensure that |Si 
i t  is possible to say something about 6z-
/•/I V .. -4^ 4-.4^ - (.4i ±.43)^ r-
cos (Pzest — "3 ) > T-T T ( I .43 j 
2ARA2 
Similar to the finding the maximum error for the maximum error of ^a.eaf is found from 
('"ll — -43) — A2 -h (-4i — Aq -f- .43)^ + 2A2 (-4i — A-i + ,43) cos (2 [02.est — ^zl) (~-44) 
(.4, - .43)^ = Al -h {Ai 4- Asf -t- A^ - 2A2 (.4, + .43) + 2A2 (Ai - A2 + .43) cos (2 [02.^,^ - 02]) 
—2,4i.43 = A2 — A2 (.4i + .43) + A2 (-4i — A2 + .43) cos (2 [02,e3t — ^2]) 
f o  t a  a  I X  "^2 ( j4i +  / I 3 )  —  2 . 4 iv43 — -4? 
cos (2 [02,est - ^2 = . • -r-. ("-45 
A 2 { A i - A 2  +  A z )  '  
The maximum error, IS2 — Sg.ct] is then 
•ccos (^ 2 ( A i + A z ) - 2 A ^ A 3 - A l \  
^ A2 (,Ai — A2-i-A3) J 




Figure 7.5 The allowable ranges. 
N'oie that 
lim max IS2 — I = 0 ("--l') 
.43—-0 
i.e.. one has once more reached the case of two interferers. Compared to the previous section, the main 
point here is that it is possible to get more stringent restrictions on the phase of the three signals. This 
is very useful because it puts bounds on the maximum error on the phases, something that cannot be 
guaranteed when filtering the received phases. 
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8 THEORETICALLY GUARANTEED SEPARATION 
This chapter presents a separation method that is guaranteed to separate any three FM signals. 
It. is unfortunately not practical to implement unless one has access to almost, by today's standards, 
unlimited computer power. Since it has been shown that there is a unique, stable solution and that 
the amplitudes of the three signals can be found, the only things left to find are the phases of the three 
signals. This Chapter will show how this can be done. One could theoretically find the signals through 
an e.vhaustive search. Because the problem is posed as a problem containing continuous (nondlscrete) 
functions, there will be an uncountable number of functions to search through which is obviously not 
practical, because it cannot be done in finite time even with the fastest computer. Note that there 
is one degree of freedom in the problem of separating three FM signals, i.e.. once one of the phases 
is known, the other two follow immediately from the law of cosines. This happens since subtracting 
the known signal transforms the problem into one of separating two FM signals, which can always be 
solved. In the case of .V signals, there are A' — 2 unknowns, since the last two phases are given by the 
law of cosines. Since it is assumed that the phases are bandlimited. the Sampling Theorem ensures that 
they can be approximated as follows: 
n 
f l . ( t )  S  (8.1)  
1 = 1  
, , sin2~fc(t—nTo) 
= STiS 
where /c is the msiximum bandwidth of 0,. Note that the function Oi is approximated by a finite 
sequence. Because the functions are assumed to be b>andlimited they cannot be in Cc(0) because a 
bandlimited function cannot exist on a compact set. Since our functions (phases) are in the closure of 
Cc{C). they can be approximated by functions given any norm, including the norm and, more 
importantly, the norm by a function in Cc(C). For this reiison, it is acceptable to see the phases as 
bandlimited, continuous, and living on a com(>act set, with the understanding that this introduces an 
arbitrarily small error. It is easily seen that 0i G Cc{C) (with respect to the norm) since 0, € L^. 
For a thorough discussion about norms, see [32]. Since the phase signals are bounded, the range will be 
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finite and can be discretized. i.e.. a; in Equation 8.1 will only take on a finite set of \-alues (a, belongs 
to a finite set). The actual number of values will be determined bj- the acceptable error tolerance, 
assuming that 6,^31 is a function as given by Equation 8.1 and belongs to a finite set. In electrical 
engineering terms, assume that the phases are sampled at the appropriate sampling frequency (N'yquist 
frequency) and for some resolution of the A/D converter. Then the error 




can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the resolution of the A/D converter. Conversely, given a 
certain error e > 0. it is possible to find a finite sampling frequency and resolution (a, belonging to a 
finite set) such that the norm of the error is less than £. 
This indicates that it is p>ossible to search a finite set of p>o6sible 0,esf This can be completed in 
finite time, something that searching through an uncountable set of possible 0,^ is not. Even the 
slowest computer will find this solution, although it might take a very long time. In essence, this 
approximation transforms the problem from searching an uncountable set to searching a finite set. 
The separation procedure simply takes all the p>ossible choices of (a finite number) for a certain 
i £ [1. 2.3] , finds a Oieac that is within the bandwidth and gives the least error, defined as follows: 
- = ^ " 11^1 ~ 0\^st\\p (8.3) 
i';;i.2.3: 
This error is simply the sum of the errors for each of the Oicat- It is p>ossible to come up with another 
type of error function based on the norms, but they will be equivalent due to the equivalence of norms. 
Note that although there might be more than one solution that minimizes the error, it is enough to pick 
one. In the section "Stability of the solution" beginning on F>age 6. it was shown that once the error 
is small enough, the iterative process will converge to the true solution. -\s described in the previously 
mentioned section, the next step is to iteratively find the right solution. 
This separation process has one ver>- serious disad\'antage: the amount of computations increases 
exponentially. If a, is discretized into 1024 levels (10 bits) and there are 1000 samples there will be 
IQ241000 ^ p>ossible combinations! This is obviously not practical to work with. On the other 
hand the advantage with the method is that it will work independently of the amplitudes of the three 
signal. There is no need to assume that Ai > A2 -i- A3. 
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9 SIMULATIONS 
The method discussed in the previous chapter is not practical since it is too computationally inten­
sive. This chapter focuses on a different, but practical method of separating the three signals. Before 
discussing the actual simulations, it is beneficial to summarize the results so far. It has been shown 
that: 
• The phase of the strongest signal will be enhanced by filtering the signal when Ai > A2 + -43. 
• The amplitudes of the three signals can be found. 
• There are bounds on the p>ossible phases given by the received amplitude (Sr). 
• The suppression must be sufficiently large for iterative separation to work. 
• The method that is guaranteed to work is too computationally intensive. 
Because the guaranteed method is not practical, it is necessar>- to find a feasible method for sep>-
arating the three signals. The obvious choice is to use an iterative method similar to the idea behind 
CCPLLs. The problem with this approach is that just any suppression of the error will not be enough. 
Filtering the received phase, knowing that it is bandlimited. will suppress the error in the mean-squared 
sense, but it does not ensure that the instantaneous error will decrease. One way of alleviating this 
problem is to make sure that Oi^st and 02esi stay within the bounds given by Equations 7.25 and 7.42 
and also ensure that they stay within their resp)ective bandwidths. In other words, one can ensure a 
certain bound on the error. If the third signal, S3, is sufficiently weak, the second signal, S2, can be 
guaranteed to dominate once the estimate of Si is subtracted from the received signal. 
The algorithm used in the simulatk>ns is as follows (see Figure 9.1): Take the received phase, filter 
it. and us this as the first phase estimate of the strongest signal (0iest)- Check if the cosine of the phase 
estimate is within its bounds; if it is not; force it to be within the bound. The last step will result in 
a phase estimate that is not necessarily within the right bandwidth. Therefore, the whole process is 









After 20 iterations 
Repeat 10 
times Estimate S2 from SR-S 
Estimate S2 
from SR-S lest-S 3est 
Estimate Si 
from SR-S 2esl'S 3est 
Finding the bounds of the phases 
(From the received envelop) 
Create an estimate of the signal 
Filter it, force it to be within 
the known bandwidth 
Take the received phase, 
force it to be within the bounds 
Figure 9.1 Sep>aration that takes the allowable phase limits into account. 
not seem to add any extra performance. This phase estimate is then used to form the estimate of the 
stronger signal. which is subsequently subtracted from the received signal. 
This should leave the second signal dominating. In the previous chapter, it was shown that one can 
guarantee that the second signal is dominating when the third signal is sufficiently weak. The whole 
process is now repeated for the next signal (making sure that it is within the right bandwidth and that 
the cosine of the phase is within its bound). 
Next the estimate of S2 is subtracted and the phase of Si is again estimated. A natural question 
is "Why are and Sjeit not subtracted and one tries to estimate the third signal?" The reason is 
because it is better to separate the two stronger signals as much as possible before estimating the weaker 
signal. Therefore, and S2 are iteratively estimated 20 times. Once again, exjjerimentation showed 
that one does not seem to gain an>thing by iterating more than 20 times. If S3 is sufficiently weak, 
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one can guarantee that dominates when Siest is subtracted from the received signal and vice versa. 
In effect, this separates Si and S2 as much as possible. The phase of S3 is then estimated, providing 
an estimate of S3. Subsequently Sjeat and Sqcsi are both subtracted from the received signal and Si is 
estimated. Then and Si„i are both subtracted from the received signal, and S2 is estimated, etc. 
There is no guarantee that this will always sejaarate the two signals: however, by checking the mag­
nitude of the residual error. |Sfi — Si„£ — Szcat — Ss^fl , one can tell if the separation was successful. 
If the residual is not small compared to the weakest signal, there is obviously no separation. If there is 
a strong capture effect, there might not be any need to supp>ort the algorithm by imposing the bound 
on the phiise estimates. In this case, one can use the flowchart shown in Figure 9.2. This is essentially 
just an extension of the CCPLL idea to three interfering signals. 
Estimate Sj 
Estimate S3 











from SD-S -R-a 2ea-3 3ea 
Create an estimate of the signal 
Filter the received phase 
Figure 9.2 Sep>aration reh-ing on the capture effect only. 
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Practical considerations 
One problem is the frequency distortion and dispersion caused by imperfect filters, i.e.. sending a 
bandlimiled signal through a filter that is not an ideal low-pass filter (constant amplitude and linear 
phase) will result in distortion. The distortion is of two kinds: phase distortion and amplitude distortion. 
This distortion will create a problem if it is of similar amplitude as the weakest signal, as it will 
"drown" the weakest signal. For this reason, it is impwrtant to use high-order filters with linear phase, 
.-llternatively. one can perform the signal processing off-line and use either of two different methods for 
implementing the filters. The first method is to run the sequence through the filter and time reverse 
the output, which is sent through the filter a second time. This results in no phase distortion and a 
magnitude response that is the square of the original filter"s magnitude resfx>nse. The second method is 
simply to take the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (the normal Fourier transform will also work), simply 
set the high-frequency terms to zero, and then take the Inverse (Fast) Fourier Transform (IFFT). This 
will in effect implement an ideal loH-pass filter. 
.Another practical problem is frequency folding, because the received phase has a theoretically infinite 
bandwidth. To minimize the effects of frequency folding, the sampling rate needs to be higher than twice 
the bandwidth of the signals (Si). In the simulations, the sampling rate was 10 to 20 times the bandwidth 
of the phase signals. This introduces another problem. It is hard to implement narrowband digital filters 
in the time domain; for this reason, the filters were implemented using the Fourier transform method, 
as previously described. 
.Another reason for keeping the sampling rate high is to minimize phase slips. In a sampled system, 
the only way to determine if there is a phase jump is if the phase difference between subsequent samples 
is more than ~ radians. If the sampling rate is low, there will be many cases when the phase jump»s 
are close to ~ radians. This will result in both erroneous phase jumps as well as true jumps that are 
missed. 
Results 
This section begins with a description of the signal spectra and how the distortion is measured, and 
then shows and discusses in detail some typical results. Following this, the results from more simulations 
are presented in a statistical form containing the number of successful separations and the mean and 
standard deviation for the demodulated signal. 
Figure 9.3 shows the spectra of the phase and the transmitted signal. The modulation index is 
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Figure 9.3 Phase spectrum and signal spectrum when the modulation index is 
approximately 5. 
approximately four or five when defining it as the ratio of the 3 dB bandwidths. A modulation index 
of five is fairly common: it is used in FM broadcast sj-stems as well as in analogue cellular radio. 
Running the simulations for different values of the amplitudes of the two weaker signals {An and /I3). 
the amplitude of the strongest signal was unity (Ai = 1). Note that the choice of .4i is not important, 
but the ratios A2/A1 and Az/Ai are, so there is no loss in setting .4i = 1. Figure 9.4 shows the sp>ectra 
of the phase and the transmitted signal when the modulation index is increased to ten, also defined as 
the 3 dB bandwidths. 
The output from the simulations is the received estimated phase of the weakest signal, and the 
distortion on its derivative is defined as follows: 
= 10 • logio 
This measure was chosen because it represents the distortion in an FM receiver, and it shows the impact 
of phase slijss without being totally "thrown ofT* by a phase slip. When measuring the distortion on the 
received phase, a phase slip will cause a ver>- large error in the calculated distortion figure, when in effect 
the error is only an offset value, i.e., it could indicate poor performance when in reality performance 
is satisfactorj-. Since the challenge lies in finding the weakest signal, only the estimated phase of the 
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Figure 9.4 Signal and phase spectra when the modulation index is approxi­
mately 10. 
was successfully demodulated and either or both of the two stronger signals were not. 
In the first case (Figure 9.5), the third signal S3 is so weak that Equation 7.41 guarantees that the 
second signal will always dominate when the estimate of the strongest signal is subtracted from the 
received signal. One would suspect that the separation process should work well and indeed it does. 
The distortion as measured by the SDRpstz is 23.5 dB. .A.fter examining Figure 9.5, it is clear there is 
very little distortion except at the point where the estimated phase is slightly below the true phase. 
The next figure. Figure 9.6. shows the effect of phase slips. The received signal follows the true 
phase very well except where there are phase slips, which temporarily cause a high error. The fact that 
the phase slips are the main culprit is evident in the next figure. Figure 9.7. where the SDRp\f3 is 
4G.5 dB. As an extreme case, letting S3 be 80 dB below Si (see Figure 9.8), shows it is still p>ossible 
to successfully demodulate S3. Increasing the value of A2 to 0.8 (see Figure 9.9), shows the sep>aration 
(demodulation) still works fine, with an SDRp,\t3 of 11.3 dB. The error is mainly caused by a few 
phase slips app>earing at the end of the signal. Finally, with A2 = 0.8 and A3 = 0.2, the seF>aration 
fails (see Figure 9.10). According to the theoretical results, one is not guaranteed separation in this 
case because the condition Ai > A2 4- A3 is violated. On the other hand, the theory does not say that 
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Figure 9.5 Good demodulation. S3 is 40 dB below Si. 
Ii is of interest to examine, in more detail, how the sep>aration process behaves. In Figure 9.11, 
the received phased and the residuals |Sij — Sie^t — Sjeatl. |S/j — Sieat ~ S-zeat — Ssctl are shown. The 
upper right plot is the most interesting because it shows that the residual is not always dominated by 
S3. The phase slip)s only happen when this situation occurs. The opp>osite is not true. Although the 
residue is larger than -43, this does not necessarily cause a phase slip. 
Because the separation does not always work, it is important to obtain some statistical measure of 
how well it works. The simulations were repeated 50 times for the cases A2 = 0.1. 0.3. 0.5, and 0.8. For 
each of these cases, A3 was 0.1, O.Ol, 0.001, and 0.0001 except for the case when = 0.1 for which the 
case of .43 = 0.1 was excluded. Finally, the modulation index was 5 or 10. and in all cases, the three 
carrier frequencies were the same. This resulted in 30 different cases and a total of 1500 trials. Because 
of the high number of different combinations of possible amplitudes, modulation indices, filters, and 
carrier offsets, it is impractical to make simulations that cover ail combination. 
Figures 9.12 and 9.13 show the percentages of successful separations. The separation process was 
deemed successful if the standard deviation, i.e. power, of the residual signal S/j—Si„t—52„f—Ss^aj was 
less than .43. This criteria was chosen because this is something that can be measured in practice, and 
it correlates very well with the separation process being successful or not. Choosing a more conservative 
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Figure 9.6 Fairly good separation, except for phase slips. 
deemed successful. As one would suspect, the probability that the separation will be successful increases 
as the modulation index increases, rising from 50% on average to 70%. This is also predicted by the 
theory since the capture effect gets more pronounced as the modulation index increases. 
For the cases when the separation was deemed successful, the average distortion on the demodulated 
FM signal for the weakest signal was calculated (Figures 9.14 and 9.15). The worst case is when the 
modulation index is approximately 5 and the third signal's (.43) amplitude is 0.0001. For this case, the 
average SDRp.xfs is approximately 15 dB. and on average, the SDRp_\t3 is approximately 20 dB for 
all cases. When the modulation index is increased to approximately 10. the SDRpstz is on average 
30 dB. In both cases, the demodulated signal degrades as the third signal gets weaker. It is seen that 
if tlie separation was successful, the distortion on the weakest signal is quite low. Furthermore, the 
distortion is mainly cased by phase slips. In between the phase slips, the distortion is negligible. As a 
quality measure, the spread of the average distortion is shown in Figures 9.16 and 9.17. 
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Figure 9.11 The residuals and demodulated signal. 
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Figure 9.12 Percentage of successful sepjaration. 
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Figure 9.13 Percentage of successful separation. 
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Figure 9.15 Average distortion when the modulation index is 10. 
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Figure 9.16 Standard deviation of the distortion, modulation index of 5. 























Figure 9.17 Standard deviation of the distortion, modulation index of 10. 
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10 HIGH-ORX)ER VOLTERRA SERIES BASED PRE-DISTORTION 
FOR HIGH-EFFICIENCY RF POWER AMPLIFIERS 
A paper submitted to IEEE Transactions on Communications. 
S. Anders Mattsson and Steve F. Russell 
Abstract 
In this pajjer. we derive high-order Volterra based pre-distorters for a broad class of nonlinear am­
plifiers. The traditional problems associated with high-order Volterra kernels are bypassed by using the 
structure of the amplifier. It is seen that the problem of pre-distortion is mainly that of estimating the 
amplifier. Once this is completed, finding the pre-distorter is straightforward. The derived pre-distorters 
are actually high-order Volterra op>erators. The proposed method results in easily implemented, but 
high-order pre-distorters. The method is applicable to both pre-distorting RP and baseband signals. 
If baseband signals are used, the in-h)and distortion is cancelled while the out-of-band distortion is 
essentially unchanged. The work weis founded by Rockwell International. Cedar Rapids. Iowa, contract 
CF\VQ49.5-12. 
Introduction 
In the quest for highly linear amplifiers, the latest approach is to accept that the amplifier is 
nonlinear and to pre-distort the signal in such away as to comp>ensate for the nonlinear behavior, 
[2] lo [II]. .•Ml the references have, sometimes unknowingly, used Volterra series to accomplish this 
goal. Note that a series expansion can be seen as a Volterra series. Using the Volterra series theorj* 
to describe nonlinear amplifiers is very attractive because it makes it possible to immediately find a 
pre-distorter, provided the pre-distorter exists. This pre-distorter is, by itself, another Volterra series. 
Furthermore, this pre-distorter will also work as a post-distorter. The problem with this idea is that both 
the mathematical treatment and the implementation gets complicated due to the nonlinearity of the 
i I 
problem. As the order increases, the practical implementation of Volterra kernels becomes excessively 
complicated. Also, finding the Volterra kernels is in general awkward [1]. These problems are painfully 
evident as in references [1] to [7] where only up to third-order and simplified fifth-order Volterra pre-
distorters have been implemented for nonlinear systems with memor>-. The standard implementation 
of X'olterra series of higher order than three is not practical. 
To achieve satisfactory- performance, it is necessary to implement high-order pre-distorters. We will 
show that it is possible to do this in a highly efficient way for a broad class of amplifiers, including all 
those used in [2] to [11]. 
Preliminaries 
This section contains a verj- brief introductory description of Volterra series since they are not 
commonly used. .A. good, very readable reference is [1]. 
Notation; 
OC 
The Volterra operator is defined by H =  ^  ^  h-n{Ty t„) (10.1) 
71=1 
where h„(Ti is the n'th-order Volterra kernel. 
If H has only a finite number of kernels, then the notation Hn is used to indicate that the highest order 
kernel is n or it will be used to indicate a Volterra op>erator that has only an n'th order kernel. The 
conte.xt should make it clear which case is used. The Volterra of>erator mapis an input x(t) to an output 
according to the rule; 
y ( t )  =  H[x(i)]= (10.2) 
~ ^ / ••• / -rn)dTi ...r„ . 
i 
rt times convolution 
.Note that the kernel hi is just the impulse response of a normal linear filter. For our purpose, it is 
prudent to assume that ll'^n||2 < and x{t) € L°^ then y{t) € L°^. Volterra operators can be used 
to describe systems both nonlinear and linear with memory and can be seen as a combination of impulse 
responses and series expansion or as an extension of the impulse response. 
.A good example for clarifying these concepts is to consider a filter with impulse response h ( t )  and a 
nonlinearity described by y{z) = c -f- C3~^. Consider the three cases: (1) sending a signal x{t) through 
the nonlinearity, (2) sending it through the filter and then the nonlinearity, and finally (3), sending it 
through the nonlinearity and then the filter. 
Case I y { t )  =  x { t )  + c 3 X ^ { t )  y { t )  = H [x(«)] where (10.3) 
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H = 6{ti)+CZ6{TI)6{T2)6(tz). 
Case 2 y { t )  = ft « x { t )  + C3 [ft * x(f)]^ y { t )  = H [x(«)] where (10.4) 
H = ft(ri)-(-C3ft(ri)ft(T2)ft(r3). 
Case .3 y { t )  = [x(f) + C3X^(f)] » h { t )  o  y ( t )  =  H [x(f)] where (10.5) 
H = h{Ti}-^czS{Ti-rz)S{T2 — Tz)h{r2). 
The first e.xample shows how a series expansion of a function can be seen as V'olterra operator and 
how it expands on the concept of impulse response. The Vblterra ofjerator in the last example is 
not unique, e.g.. H = fti(~i) + C3S(ti — T-2)h{t2)6{Tz — T2) gives the same output. To get a unique 
V'olterra operator, one can impose the condition that it must be symmetric, which in this example is 
[<5(ri - tz)S{t2 - Tz)h{T2)-i-S{ti - T2)ft(r2)<5(T3 -T2) 4- ft(Ti)(5(r2 - ri)6(r3 - Ti)|. 
Provided that fti is invertible, the theorj- guarantees a p'th order pre-distorter Kp exists such that 
OC 
Q = H{Kp[x(«)]}=tf(«)+ 5^ < 7 „(ri, . . . . T „ ) .  (10.6) 
n=p—1 
this pre-distorter (Kp) will eliminate all 2nd- to p'th-order intermodulation. note that q-2-..qp are all 
zero. Finding this pre-distorter is all that is needed; unfortunately, this involves two difficult problems. 
One problem is to find the operators of the pre-distorter, but this is messy because they are increasingly 
hard to measure as the order increases [l]. The second problem is to implement the inverse: the rest of 
this section Ls devoted to this problem. 
To find the kernels of the pre-distorter. a formula for series connection of V'olterra op>erators is needed 
[I]. The easiest way to find the kernels is to equate powers of c in the following equation (Eq. 10.7): 
OC p OC OC 
Q  =  ^ c " < 7 „ ( m , . . ^  ^  c " ' -  - " - f c ^ f t ^ . f t ^ . - . - f t ^ ^ . i f t ^ ^  ( 1 0 . 7 )  
n  =  l  m = l n i = l  n , r ,  =  l  
i.e.. 
^m^Tn * * ' ^ 71^ - 1 (10.8) 
U r n  =  : n i - i  h  n ^ n  =  n }  
.•\s an example, the operator for a third-order pre-distorter is given by 
Qi = K,H, = 1 (10.9) 
Q2 = K,H2-I-K2HI =0 
Qs =  K,H3+K2(Hi+H2)-K2H,-K2H2-( -K3HI=0  
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For a description of how this is actually derived, see [l]. Therefore 
Ki = (10.10) 
K2 = -K,H2KI 
K3 = -[K,H3 + K2(Hi+H2)-K2H1-KzHajKi 
The implementation of K3 is shown in Figure 10.1. 
X(t) 
H 




Figure 10.1 Implementation of the operator K3 in terms of first- and sec-
ond-order op>erators. using K2 = —K1H2K1. 
One demanding problem is how to implement the kernels Hsand H2- Generally, implementing a 
third-order kernel is a messy operation. It will consist of a possible infinite parallel connections of 
"basic" third-order building blocks (Figure 10.2). Obviously, the traditional implementation of even 
a third-order pre-distorter is quite complex. Higher order pre-distorters are even more complicated. For 
these reasons, only third-order pre-distorters or simplified fifth-order pre-distorters have been proposed 
[2] to [8]. However, the implementation of Vblterra kernels is not unique. For example, by using a 
computer, it is possible to numerically perform the n'th-order convolutions using the kernel kn. This 
might be an easier method, given the increasing availability of computing power, but we are not aware 
of anyone who has tried this. 
The theory of Vblterra series ensures that there exists a pre-distorter only if the first Vblterra 
kernel is invertible. Recall that the first Volterra kernel is just the impulse response of a linear filter; 





Figure 10.2 Implementation of a third-order Volterra kernel, using only linear 
filters and multipliers. 
i.s not realistic since any noise will cause the inverse filter to become unstable. Therefore, the filter (first 
Volterra kernel) will be required to be minimum phase. 
For a pre-distorter. the goal is to find a quasi inverse to the system described by Equation (10.11). 
.V 
H = ^/j„(7-,,....r„). (10.11) 
n  =  l  
.\ true inverse would result in unity gain in the system, which is not desirable. To preserve the desired 
gain, we will instead find the true inverse of the modified system given by Equation (10.12). 
- 1 1 
H =-H = - ^  r„), (10.12) 
®  ^71 = 1 
where g is the desired gain of our system. In a nonlinear system, the gain g  can be chosen somewhat 
at will, but unreasonable choices will result in unreasonable outputs from the pre-distorter or even in a 
non-invertible system. It is obviously impossible to get an arbitrarily high gain out of an amplifier by 
pre-distorting the signal. For most practical amplifiers, the gain g will probably be chosen to be that 
of hi at the center frequency. 
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Pre-distorting of RF vs. baseband signals 
With pre-distortion. a subtle difference exists between RF vs. baseband signals. Theoretically, a 
pre-distorter that compensates for all distortion, including that at harmonics of the carrier frequency, 
requires the creation of a pre-distorted signal with, in most cases, an extreme bandwidth. If one is 
restricted to pre-distort the baseband signal only, one can create an RF signal with no distortion at 
the carrier frequency (in-band distortion), but one cannot at the same time eliminate the harmonics at 
etc. fout-of-band distortion). 
.\t this point, it is useful to look at an example. Assume an amplifier is described by yi{x) = 
CiX-i-C3X'^. c, S C. The use of complex coefficients (c^ € C) allows the modeling of amplitude dep)endent 
phase shifts in the amplifier. If the input signal to the amplifier is x(£) = a(t) cos(u;t + 0{t)). then the 
output is as follows: 
y i { a ( t )  c o s { u ; t  +  d { t ) ) )  =  C i a { t )  c o s ( u J t  +  0 { t ) } - h  c ^ a ^ i t )  c o s ^ { ^ t - i - 0 { t ) )  (10.13) 
= ^Cia(i) •+• C3-ja^(i)^ cos(u.'£ + 0 { t ) )  +  C3^a^(i) c o s ( 3 ^ ' t  -f-
This equation reveals that the distortion of the component at the carrier frequency can be seen as the 
baseband signal passing through a nonlinearity looking like yo = [cji + /ci. 
Ideally, one would find the inverse ' of yi and use this inverse as the pre-distorter. which would 
result in an output signal with no in-band distortion and no harmonics. However, this would require 
the pre-distorter to work with the RF signal, resulting in very wideband signals, at least a number of 
limes the carrier frequency. For example, in a 900 MHz cellular system, the pre-distorted signal could 
easily have a bandwidth of 5 GHz. 
An alternative (and in our opinion [llj. for many cases, the only practical way) is to compensate 
only for the distortion of the component at the carrier frequency. This choice also has the advantage of 
requiring pre-distortion only of the baseband signal, drastically reducing the required signal processing 
because it does not require an unreasonable sampling rate. Returning to the example, finding an inverse 
yo ' of 1/2 = (cjx C3^x^) /ci and using this to pre-distort the baseband signal gives 
y [1/2 ' (o(^)) cos{u;t = cia{t) cos(u}t + 0{t)) + [2/2 '  ( a ( i ) ) ] ^  c o s (3t.t;i -f-30(t)). (10.14) 
This results in no distortion around the carrier frequency and a gain at the carrier frequency of cj, but 
the downside is the presence of harmonics. Unless the amplifier is highly nonlinear, the out-of-band 
distortion will be of the same magnitude as without pre-distortion. To summarize, it is theoretically 
possible to pre-distort only the baseband signal and eliminate the distortion in the signal around the 
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carrier frequency. This will not eliminate the out-of-band distortion, so reasonable linear amplifiers still 
need to be constructed to minimize out-of-band distortion. 
Novel method for finding pre-distorters 
\'ollerra series deals with an extremely wide class of amplifiers. By looking at a smaller class of 
amplifiers, the pre-distortion procedure should be simplified, which happens to be true. Many nonlinear 
systems can be modeled by cascading linear systems (filters) and nonlinear memory less elements. The 
simplest amplifier (system) is shown in Figure 10.3 where f is a memor>iess nonlinearity and ft is a linear 
filter (i.e.. linear with memory). This can be thought of as a power amplifier followed by a harmonic 
filter. The nonlinearity / is assumed to create amplitude dependent distortion, i.e.. the distortion does 
not depend on the phase of x{t). only its amplitude. The amplifier model shown in Figure 10.3 describes 
all of the amplifier models that were used in Refs.[2] to [7]. 
X(t) 
f(x(t)) y(t) z(t) h(t) 
Figure 10.3 .Amplifier modeled as a nonlinear memor>iess operator followed 
by a filter (linear operator). Also basic building block for more 
advanced amplifier models. 
It is possible to find the Volterra operator of this system as well as its inverse system and to build a 
pre-distorter based on this, but it is obvious that the pre-distorter of the system shown in Figure 10.3 
is that shown in Figure 10.4, where it is assumed that the inverse functions exists. It is sufficient to 
assume that the function / is invertible for the range of z{t) in Figure 10.4. This zissumption is more 
realistic since no amplifier can produce an infinite output. This also relates to the previous discussion 
about choosing a suitable gain for the pre-distorted system Interestingly, the system shown in Figure 
10.3 is also the inverse of the system shown in Figure 10.4. 





Figure 10.4 The inverse of the previous system. 
[7]. the condition that the filters must be minimum phase can be relaxed. Ever>- non-minimum phase 
filter can be seen as a minimum phase filter followed by an allpass filter, i.e.. a minimum phase filter 
e-xists with exactly the same amplitude response as the non-minimum phase filter. Using the inverse of 
this minimum phase filter produces a pre-distorter that will, in theor>-. give no amplitude distortion but 
does not affect phase distortion. .\s Figure 10.5 shows, this process of finding a pre-distorter is easily 





Figure 10.5 Generalized pre-distorter when cascading an arbitrary number of 
elements. 
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The process shown in Figure 10.4 can be described by 
CSC 
^(i)=/-' =53a„[/ii(f)»x(f)r h;' GLZc (10.15) 
n = l 
assuming that /~'(x) is given by a series expansion /~'(x) = ^OnX". The notation states 
that e.Kists and is bounded for the input • ^ (0- and ftj"' € implies that hi is minimum 
phase. From this. %ve can derive the Vblterra series exp>ansion of the pre-distorter by noting that 
»  x ( O r  =  j  J  • • •  J  ( ^ h x { T i ) h i { T 2 ) . . . . h i { r n ) x ( t ~ T i ) x { t - r n - i )  x(i 
(10.16) 
In this case, the n''' order Volterra operator is defined by 
h-n{Ti r„) = anhi{ri)hi{T2)....hi{Tn) (10.17) 
which is the unique n'th-order Volterra operator describing Equation (10.15) since it is symmetric. In 
a similar way. it is p)ossible to derive the Vblterra operator for the pre-distorter shown in Figure 10.5. 
by a series connection of Volterra operators as described by Equations (10.7). 
Clearly, there is no need to use the awkward traditional method of implementing the Volterra 
operator to get the pre-distorter. Instead, one will simply implement the inverse s>-stems shown at the 
lop of Figure 10.5. The problem of pre-distorting the signal is thus reduced to that of estimating the 
filters and nonlinearities in the model of the amplifier. Estimating the inverse filters is equivalent to 
estimating the filters used in the pre-distorter because one would only have to interchange the poles 
and zeroes to get the inverse filter. Finding the inverse function of the nonlinearities generally requires 
one more step, namely, to approximate the inverse, since there is usually no way of finding the inverse 
given the function. 
It is theoretically possible to estimate the inverse of the nonlinearities, but this is not recommended 
because the functions might not be invertible for all inputs. To first estimate the nonlinearities makes it 
possible to investigate for what input they are invertible. From a practical point, trving to estimate an 
inverse function that does not exist will result in very poor estimates. The same argument is applicable 
to estimating the inverse filters: first finding the filters makes it possible to check if they are invertible 
or not. 
One advantage with minimum phase filters is that they can be approximated by auto regressive 
(.\R) filters [11], and using this, models of the non-linear amplifier can be found that are linear in their 
parameters. 
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For an amplifier modeled as a nonlinear memoryless element followed by an AR filter as in Figure 
10.3, in the discrete case, the output is as follows: 
n=0 
y { t )  =  h { t ) *  f { x { t ) )  = h { t )  (10.18) 
DC OC 
Q„t /  { t  -  m T )  =  y ^ ^ b n X "  j t )  
m=0 n=0 
DC 
y ( t )  =  a - n y { t  -  m T )  a ^ y i t  -  m T )  .  
where h { l )  is given by 




m =  l  
H ( z )  //-'(-) = 1+ 
m=l 
(10.19) 
Most importantly, this model is linear in its parameters, which can easily and efficiently be estimated 
using least square methods (LMS) or recursive least squares (RLS). So. estimating the nonlinear am­
plifier comes down to finding the vector ^ ... . —Qi ... —am ] • From this vector, the 
inverse filter is immediately found, while one is forced to do one more LMS estimation to find the inverse 
of the nonlinear memorvless device. Define 
X = 
x°(t) x^{t) 
x ° { t - h T )  x ^ t  +  T )  
x ° { t  +  2 T )  x ^ { t  +  2 T )  
x-^-(0 y(t-T) 
x-'-'it + T) yit-T-hT) 
x - ^ ' ( t + 2 T )  y ( t - T ^ 2 T )  
y { t )  
y{t + T) 
y{t + •2T) 
y { t - M T )  




then the least squares solution to (let X" be the Hermitian transpose of A') 







- a  I  
=  ( X " X )  (10.23) 
-a.M 
It is also possible to use more advanced methods, e.g.. to perform a singular value decomposition (S\TD) 
of X^ X. This method becomes necessary in numerically solving E)quation (10.22) when X^X is close 
to singular. In practice, this will happen sooner or later as the order of the model increases. The easiest 
way to find the L.\IS estimation is probably to use LMS, which has the added benefit of avoiding the 
matrix inverses. 
The next step is to find /"'. To do this. : { t ) ,  the signal between the nonlinear amplifier and the 
filter must be predicted. This is easily p>erformed from the existing data by calculating 
b i  
Z  =  
z { t )  








Form the matrix Z by calculating the powers of Z: 












Now find the LMS solution to 
A' = Z 
Co 
C p  
Co 
Cp 
=  { Z " Z ) - ^ Z " X  
(10.28) 
The inverse function is then approximated by / '(x) = Cjx?. The pre-distorter becomes 
(10.29) 
(10.30) 
where g  is the desired gain, as previously discussed. 





the coefficients dj can be estimated directly by redefining the vector Z to be 
Z' = 
= i / g  




This procedure has the added ad\'antageof offering less numerical sensitivity (less unbalanced matrixes) 
b e c a u s e  / ( i )  t e n d s  t o  b e  m u c h  g r e a t e r  t h a n  x .  w h i l e  f { x ) / g  i s  a l m o s t  a l w a y s  t h e  s a m e  m a g n i t u d e  a s  x .  
The pre-distorting process can now be written as the following two processes: 




^ p r e d i ^ )  — [2^(^)1 ~''(0] 
do 
d p  
(10.35) 
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where Xpred{t) is the pre-distorted signal that is sent to the actual amplifier. Note that the pre-distortion 
process only involves additions and multiplications, making for simple implementations. 
This process is easily extended to systems of the form shown in Figure 10.6. In this case, it is 
only necessary to measure the signals yi •••i/n-i- (Figure 10.6). because the output from one building 
block is the input to the next. For the above case, it was assumed that the input and output signals 
were known but the signal between the nonlinearity and the filter was not. If this signal is known, the 




Figure 10.6 Measuring points on the nonlinear amplifier. 
If only the input and output of the system shown in Figure 10.6 is known, it is still possible to estimate 
the filters and nonlinearities in the LMS sense but the model will not be linear in its p>arameters. This 
method forces one to use gradient descent based methods that suffer from the weakness of possible 
converging to a local minima or to use other methods like genetic algorithms. 
Our method can also be applied to other tjpes of amplifiers, e.g., the amplifier shown in Figure 
10.7. Ref.. [9]. The amplifier in Figure 10.7 works by separating the signal into an FM and AM fjart. 
The .A..\l p)art is used to regulate the supply voltage to the power amplifier. The power supply will be 
bandlimited, which is modeled by the filter hi. 
The two causes of distortion are the bandlimiting effect of hi and the nonlinear behavior of the 
power amplifier (10.36). The former problem is accentuated by the fact that the envelope is generally 
much more bandwide than that of the input. In practice, the bandwidth of /ii is generally at least ten 
times that of the input signal. The final filter /ig mainly suppresses the harmonics and will not normally 
add any significant distortion at the carrier frequency. For this amplifier, the nonlinear elements are 
the envelope detector, the remoral of AM (hard limiter), and the power amplifier (Amp in Figure 10.7). 
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The latter amplifier is described by 
yi=x,/(x3) (10.36) 
where /(X3) is a nonlinear but invertible function. Due to the removal of AM modulation (hard limiter). 
Xi will have constant amplitude. It is easy to verify that the pre-distorter of this amplifier is represented 
b>- the signal processing block diagram in Figure 10.8. This system is a bit different from the previous 
systems since it has two branches, each made from cascading nonlinear elements and filters. 
Aitid 















h-' ,  
Figure 10.8 Pre-distorter to the previous system. 
Simulations 
We simulated ten different amplifiers [14] with five different input signals, to assess the robustness 
of the method. For all types of amplifiers that we simulated, we were always able to find a pre-distorter 
that worked. In the simulations, we focused on pre-distorting a baseband signal, compensating for the 
distortion at the carrier frequency. The results are, in fact, valid in the case of pre-distorting RF signals, 
although in these cases one would use a filter and amplifier with real-valued impulse responses. 
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In this section, we will present the results for three different amplifiers using two different signals. 
The first two amplifiers (#1 and #2 in Table 10.1) being described by Figure 10.3 each have a different 
nonlinear element. Amplifier #2, which models a traveling wave tube, has been used by several other 
authors [2]-[-l]. This amplifier is complex valued, which models the AM to FM conversion that takes 
place in the amplifier. The last one (#3) is represented by Figure 10.7. 
Table 10.1 The three amplifier elements. 
.•\mplifier Model # f(x) 
1 X + x^/10 
2 3(1^x2) 
3 5x — 0.2x2 •+• 0.0 Ix^ 
The first signal consisted of two independent b>andlimited white Gaussian noise processes, one for 
the I-channel and one for the Q-channel. The envelop>e was normalized to have unity amplitude since 
amplifier #2 is only invertible in the range [0 — 1]. The second signal was a normalized two-tone single-
sideband-signal. The fact that amplifier #2 is not invertible for all inputs does not cause any problems 
in our estimation process due to the way we make the estimations. It does make it impossible to come 
up with a pre-distorter unless the signal is in the range [0 — 1]: thus, the need to normalize. 
For the first two amplifiers, the filter. h { t ) .  in Figure 10.3 was as follows: 
1 
14- (-1.7798 -(- 0.1176i)c-' -I- (1.3885-0.10460^-2 -f- (-0.53-10-f-0.03532^ 0.090c-«' 
(10.37) 
Tliis filter has a complex impulse response and is used as the baseband equivalent of an RF filter. It 
adds significant distortion. The last amplifier (#3) used the following filters (Figure 10.7) 
_ 0-3905 
1.0000 - 0.9428^-1+0.3333^-2 ^ ^ 
" l-o'l.--
The first filter H i { z )  has a 3 dB point of 0.1 • /, where /, is the sampling frequency. 
The pre-distortion process for the first two amplifiers begins with the measurement of the I and Q 
components of the input and output, represented by the matrixes X and Y in Equation (10.20) and 
(10.21), resp>ectively. From these measurements, the filter and amplifier inverse are estimated, using 
Equations (10.23) and (10.29). The next step is to pre-distort the signal x{t) using the inverse filter 
and inverse amplifier as described by Equation (10.34) and (10.35). The pre-distorted signal Xpred(t) is 
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sent to the amplifier, producing an output y { t ) .  To measure how well this works, the figure of merit is 
the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) defined by 
Xole that E{x)'^ is simply the energ>- of x { t ) :  it is assumed that x  €  •  Finally, we choose the 
parameter g. the desired gain. In the simulations, the choice g = Ci was made. i.e.. the approximate 
gain of the amplifier. 
For the first two amplifiers, the simulations were done for pre-distorters of order 3. 5. 7. 9. and 11. 
These pre-distorters are equiralent to the same order Vblterra based pre-distorter. which are significantly 
higher order than any previously published. For amplifier #1, a third-order Vblterra based pre-distorter 
is not satisfactory while higher order pre-distorters are (Figure 10.9). Referring to Figure 10.9. an 11th 
order pre-distorter gives a SDR of between 50 dB or 90 dB. depending on the input signal. The fact 
that there are such large differences depending on the particular input signal should not be surprising 
since the systems are nonlinear. The difference is due to the distribution of the signal amplitude. As 
the pre-distorter order increases, the SDR increases regeirdless of the signal used. When the input signal 
is the random signal (denoted random signal in Figure 10.9). both pre-distorters perform slightly worse 
than when the signal is a two-tone SSB signal. VVTien amplifier #2 is used, the [performance of the 
pre-distorter also improves as the order increases. For an 1 Ith-order pre-distorter. the SDR is 100 dB 
for both amplifier #2 input signals. At these SDR levels, the problem is no longer the pre-distorters 
but the computer's precision. For both amplifiers, the improvement in SDR when going from a third-
order Vblterra based pre-distorter to an 11th order is a minimum of 50 dB, showing that significantly 
improved pre-distorters can be achieved the order is increased beyond three. 
Before presenting the result for the third amplifier, we will describe how it behaves. If the input 
signal is narrow band, the first filter will add ver>' little distortion but the nonlinear device will. On the 
other hand, if the input is wideband, the distortion is dominated by the bandlimiting effect of h^. The 
input signal is again a two-tone single-sideband signal, but to show the effects of the different typ>es of 
distortion, the frequency spacing of the two tones was varied. The spacing varied from 0.01 /, to 0.15/,, 
implying that the bandwidth of the envelope was approximately 0.1/, to 0.3/,. The signals x, X3, t/i, 
and y in Figure 10.7 were measured and used to estimate the filters and the amplifier. 
When nothing is done to the signal (Figure 10.10), the SDR starts at 30 dB and then decays as the 





4 6 8 10 12 
Order of the pre-distorter 
X Amplifier # 1, two-tone SSB 
* Amplifier # I, random signal 
o Amplifier #2, two-tone SSB 
+ Amplifier #2, random signal 
Figure 10.9 SDR vs. the order of the inverse. 
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0.02 0.04 0.06 
Af/r 
o No pre-distortion 
+ 1 Ith-order amplifier inverse 
0 3rd-order amplifier inverse 
Amplifier #3 
Figure 10.10 For amplifier #3. the performance of the pre-distorter as a func­
tion of the frequency offset and order of the inverse. 
frequency spacing of less than 0.04. the 1 Ith-order pre-distorter is superior to the third order, giving an 
SDR of 100 dB when the relative frequency spacing is 0.005. In practice, the original amplifier would 
not be designed for a frequency spacing (bandwidth) of more than 0.01. 
When the spacing is more that 0.04. the different pre-distorters are equivalent. While this may seem 
strange, it has to do with frequency folding when computing the envelope. Essentially, the simulations 
show that frequency folding is the dominate problem in this case, and the only solution is to increase 
the sampling frequency. The order of the inverse in Figure 10.10 refers to the order of the inverse of the 
/(x). i.e.. n'th order implies that f'^(x) = ^'hich implies that the corresponding Volterra 
operators will be of at least this order although there is no need to derive them. This shows once 
more that the method is powerful. When the high-order pre-distorter is used, the SDR improvement 
starts at 70 dB and then decreases to 20 dB due to frequency folding. The low-order pre-distorter 
gives a constant SDR of 50 dB until frequency folding starts to dominate; this corresponds to an SDR 
improvement of 20 to 30 dB. Even for the maximum frequency offset, the pre-distorted signal has an 
SDR of at least 30 dB while the non pre-distorted signal has a SDR of 10 dB, an improvement of 20 
dB. This can be interpreted as a tenfold increase in the usable bandwidth. 
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Conclusion 
The proposed method has the definite adrantage of allowing for arbitrarily high-order pre-distorters 
for many, if not most, practical amplifiers. Because of their complexity, this is not p>ossible with the 
traditional method of finding and implementing the Volterra operators. The new method also reduces 
the process of finding the pre-distorters to that of LMS estimations of p>arameters. a well-known method 
that is easily implemented, making it easy to adaptively measure the amplifier and update the pre-
distorter. In contrcist, the traditional process of measuring the Volterra kernels [l] rapidly becomes very 
awkward as the order increases. 
The simulations show that the method works extremely well, easily giving SDR improvements of 
50 to 80 dB. By increasing the order of the inverse, the only limitations on SDR improvement are the 
numerical precision of the computer and fi-equency folding. The estimation process is computationally 
effective due to the use of LMS. Performing the actual pre-distortion is even less computer intensive 
and should be easily implemented even with a very modest DSP. If the amplifier does not change over 
time, the parameter estimation can be made once and for all. further cutting down on the computer 
requirements. 
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11 FUTURE WORK 
Separation of three FM signals 
It has been argued that in the case of three or more FM signals a unique solution most likely does 
exist, and a method to find the signals that is guaranteed to work has been derived. The first thing would 
be to rigorously prove that the solution is unique. It has not been {Xissible to find a practical method 
that will always find this solution. The obvious future problem is developing a practical method that 
will always work. One possible approach might be to start with the theoretically guaranteed method 
and create a clever search algorithm that will do the job with a reasonable amount of calculations. In 
the separation algorithm used for the simulations, it was assumed that the stronger signal dominates, 
i.e.. .4i > .42 4- .43. but the separation algorithm presented on page 8 does not depend on this fact. 
Because it is always possible to separate three FM signals irrespectively of their amplitudes, an obvious 
problem is then to improve the simplified algorithm so that it will always separate the three signals and 
will work for any arbitrary choice of amplitudes. Another problem that needs analyzing is how error 
propagates in the iterative sep>aration process. Because the system is nonlinear, there is a possibility 
that an error will cause a bigger error in the next step, which causes an even bigger error, etc. This is 
exactly what happens when the separation process fails. The error gets so large that the next signal 
does not dominate in the residue. When the received amplitude is close to its maximum or minimum 
values, the phases are well known, suggesting that one should start the separation process in these 
regions and work away from there. A related problem comes from the observation that phase slips 
occur only when the residual signal jS/i — Si^st — is greater than .43. It seems p>ossible 
that one should use this residue to find phase slipjs and eliminate them. 
.\nother topic would be to compare how well extended Kalman filtering would work when trying to 
separate three FM signals. One published article [29] uses the extended Kalman filter for separating 
two signals. It does not seem to work too well, but it would still be interesting to run some simulations 
and see how well it would separate three signals. 
In the beginning of this dissertation, the idea of noise tracking in an FM receiver was introduced. 
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The idea is based on the fact that there is a capture effect in the FM receiver, making it possible 
to estimate the noise. It is an interesting, counterintuitive observation that the stronger the signal is 
compared to the noise, the better the estimate of the noise will be. Is it possible to fjartially track 
the noise in a way similar to the how it is done in cross-coupled phase-locked loops when separating 
two F.\l signals? Theoretically analyzing the aspects of noise tracking/suppression in an FM receiver 
seems like a very challenging as well as intriguing problem, which I encourage someone to tackle. 1 have 
some preliminar>' results, but due to the lack of time. I have not been able to pursue this idea. This 
problem can. and probably should, be treated anahtically by using stochastically differential equations. 
References [27] and [28] are standard texts within this field. 
P re-distort ion 
Using V'olterra series is a theoretically very impressive method for pre-distortion but it does not 
work in practice except for low-order pre-distorters. It has been shown in this dissertation that for 
many amplifiers the pre-distorter can be found in a form much simpler than the traditional Volterra 
series representation. A natural question is ~\Vhat are the limits on this class of amplifiers? I suspect 
that nonlinear systems with feedback might not fall into this category*. A related question is "Is there 
any way of designing a pre-distorter that is simpler than the V'olterra series approach?" This might 
not be as far-fetched as one might think, provided that the system can be approximated by a system 
without feedback. This would be similar to approximating an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter 
with an Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. On the other hand, some systems probably cannot be 
described in any other way. 
A different problem associated with the use of Volterra series is the complicated measurements 
needed to find the Volterra kerneb. Is there any other way to find the Volterra kernels than by using 
\\ iener's method of measuring them? Finally, with the constantly increasing availability and sp>eed of 
computers, how practical would it be to implement a true fifth- or seventh-order Volterra pre-distorter? 
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12 CONCLUSIONS 
Separation of three or more FM signals 
The study on the septaration of three mutually interfering FM signals culminated in five main results. 
It was shown that for a received signal, which is the sum of any three FM signals with bandlimited 
phases, there are strong reasons to believe that only one set of FM signals can form this received signal. 
In other words, there is most likely a unique solution. Furthermore, it was shown that this solution is 
stable in the sense that a small introduced error will be suppressed, forcing the estimates to approach 
the true solution. This was accomplished by showing that the amplitudes of the three signals can always 
be found (the third result). The fourth result is a series expansion of the received phase in the case of 
three FM signals, which describes a capture effect. The fifth result demonstrates that there is a way to 
always separate any three, or more. FM signals in finite time. However, in some situations, this time 
might be too long to be practical. 
The third result, that the amplitudes of the three FM signals can be found, is given under ver>' 
general and reasonable assumptions. For example, if the phases are evenly distributed over the interval 
[0.-2"). the amplitudes can be found. The fifth result is given in the more restricted case: when the 
amplitude of the strongest signal is greater than the sum of the two other signals, a series expansion of 
the received phase is derived showing that the received phase is composed of the dominating signal and 
error terms. These error terms are, in effect, FM signals, showing that there is a capture effect also for 
three FM signals, assuming the amplitude requirement is met. This series expansion was used to show 
that the solution is stable. This result applies to all cases; i.e., there is no restriction on the amplitudes 
of the three FM signals. 
Starting from simple geometrical considerations, an expression showing the instantaneously needed 
error suppression was derived. This unfortunately also implies that some level of suppression may not be 
good enough, suggesting that iteratively filtering the signals, actually filtering the received phase, and 
subtracting the estimate from the received signal is not guaranteed to result in a successful separation 
of the three signals. The simulations show that this is indeed the case. When the modulation index 
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was small, there were many cases where it was impassible to separate the signals using this method. 
The series expansion of the received phase does, however, imply that separation through this method 
will work, proxaded the modulation index is high enough. A somewhat more sophisticated method is 
introduced that uses the received amplitude to find limits on the phases of the three signals. This 
method shows that in some cases one can ensure that the estimate of the stronger signal will always 
be within limits, which will guarantee that the second signal will dominate once the estimate of the 
stronger signal is subtracted. This happ>ens when the third signal is weak compared to the second signal. 
Unfortunately, this does not ensure that one will obtain good enough estimates of the two strongest 
signals such that the third signal will dominate once the estimates of the two strongest signals are 
subtracted from the received signal. The simulations support these findings. It is easier to separate the 
three signals when the third signal is weak compared to the second signal. 
.A. foolproof way that will always separate the three signals was presented on page 60 in the Chapter 
10. Unfortunately, this algorithm is too computationally intense to be of practical use. Instead, a 
practical algorithm was described in the Chapter 9. Using this algorithm, the simulations show that 
the weakest signal can be successfully demodulated in 50 to 70% of ail cases, and when it is successfully 
demodulated, the distortion on the demodulated signal (FM) is reasonable low. SDR/mS is above 15 
dB. in most cases above 20 dB. It was also shown that it is possible to determine if the separation 
(demodulation) process was successful by simply looking at the residue |Sr — Sieat — S2est — 
Pre-distortion 
\\ hen it comes to pre-distortion. the main result is that one can find simple pre-distorters for any 
amplifier that can be modeled as a cascade of nonlinear memorvless elements and linear elements with 
memory, i.e.. non-linear elements and filters. It was shown that a basic building block consisting of 
one nonlinear element and one filter can be efficiently estimated, using regular LMS since the model 
is linear in its parameters. It was also shown that these concepts can be extended to another t>-p>e of 
amplifier. The implementation of these proposed pre-distorters is extremely simple, which is one of their 
strengths. The other strength is that one can implement arbitrarily high-order pre-distorters, something 
that is impractical with the traditional approach. They can also be seen as an implementation of the 
Volterra series based pre-distorter, note that the implementation of a Volterra series is not unique. The 
simulations validate these claims, as they show the pre-distorter to essentially linearize the amplifier. 
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